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Governor Lujan pivots on gun bans (and flees); Dr. McCullough gives terrific talk at EU; the generals may
have gotten us all killed; NASA pivots, names director; media savages Biden; air crisis; more.
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Ann-Marie Krul Sep 16 Liked by Jeff Childers

Thank God for Dr. McCullough. I know there are many courageous doctors who have sacrificed so

much speaking the truth, but I see Dr. McCullough uniquely positioned as demonstrated in your

segment here. Can we let him know how much we appreciate his efforts? (as C&C members)?

LIKE (232) REPLY (11) SHARE

MaryAnn Sep 16

I watched as Dr McCullough reluctantly entered the covid fray at the urging if his family. He had

no social media presence at the time and was content teaching, researching, publishing. In the

span of three years, he has international acclaim at the expense of being villified by the bought-

and-paid-for medical science community. May our sovereign God continue to protect Dr.

McCullough and his family as he bravely fights this evil.

LIKE (147) REPLY (3) SHARE

Freebird Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

I’m so proud of Dr. McCullough as a Texas native! Very early in his foray of speaking

engagements against the vax, he spoke at a church in our city. I didn’t attend but it was

recorded and widely circulated so I had the benefit of hearing him early on.

He was, and is, always impressive, not only are his credentials impeccable, but his speeches

are extremely well delivered, with just enough medical terminology to validate his points, but

tempered so that a non-medical audience can easily follow. God bless him, for he is doing

the Lord’s work!

LIKE (83) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robin Esau Sep 16

In his substack yesterday he tells how he has prepared for his testimonies in

governmental contexts for years. He is impressive in his deliveries because of

intentional effort and practice. Below is how he began his post....

"I have learned that every major presentation to government officials requires mental

construction, rehearsal, and flawless delivery at the appointed time.

In 2007, I was selected as one of three expert presenters for a day long session on a

product label extension for a class of drugs to treat chronic kidney disease. Preparation

involved three trips to Washington, extensive one-on-one coaching sessions from

health communications experts, and practice sessions with a “bull-pen” of doctorate

level scientists whose role was to produce slides from a massive deck of scientific data

when I called for them on the fly during question and answer periods. The setting was

the US FDA and the Congressional Oversight Panel. I was on CSPAN for hours. To this

day I am grateful for that and many experiences shaping me as a public speaker."

LIKE (50) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tonya McKinney Writes Tonya’s Newsletter Sep 16

Interesting that he began working on public speaking in 2007. God was getting

him ready. Dr. McCullough is my cardiologist and Baylor Health booted him for his

expert opinions against the vaccine and worse some of his credentials have been

taken away. Yet you have to have impeccable credentials to be invited to speak at

the UN. This is a huge slap in the face to Baylor Health. I hope he sues them now!!!

It’s time!!

LIKE (56) REPLY (2) SHARE

Robin Esau 23 hrs ago

Agreed, God has gifted and prepared him for this moment. So cool that he is

your doctor:)

LIKE (12) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tonya McKinney Writes Tonya’s Newsletter 23 hrs ago

It is so cool! It was amazing how thorough his checkup was on my heart.

He is brilliant. And very passionate about saving as people as he can

from this diabolical plan.

LIKE (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

jill 18 hrs ago

If you think things couldn't possibly get worse, you wont believe

what they have planned this coming fall so you have to see this

visit........ https://www.google.com/url?

sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2

ahUKEwiR_byvrLCBAxUElIkEHYAPAg4QFnoECBMQAQ&url=http%3

A%2F%2Ftrackdok.com%2F&usg=AOvVaw1blcQ8x9GduuGjWPNy

wqHa&opi=89978449

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Johnny-O 22 hrs ago

I was hoping his Baylor credentials was going to get my foot in the door so my

siblings would listen about the jab (my brother coaches there). Unfortunately

it did not :( He even jabbed his kids....sigh

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Susan 2 hrs ago

I likened that to what Jesus said in the Bible, as my own niece declared

herself as "non-binary" at the age of 15! Jesus said it would be better

that they hang a millstone around their neck and thrown into the lake

(paraphrasing here) than to cause a little one to stumble, and I call this

and the tran movement a major stumble that is thrown against our

children!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

mzlizzi Sep 16

Wow! That’s awesome! A supportive family on this issue.

Dr. McCullough and his family are the *real* Healthcare Heroes !

LIKE (20) REPLY SHARE

Chelie 18 hrs ago

Amén

🙏

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Susan Catherine Sep 16 Liked by Jeff Childers

We multiplied him around June 2022. Not that one can't be done twice...

LIKE (54) REPLY (1) SHARE

Duck Sep 16

Call me an alarmist, but we are witnessing the beginning of the most frightening period of

government tyranny in our nation's history.

I have a shirt that says: Don't let mass media tell you what to think!

This one: https://shorturl.at/acvR4

LIKE (28) REPLY (3) SHARE

Cynthia Ford Sep 16

Neil Oliver says the gargantuan beast will go down, spears all over its vile body, but that

it will do a lot of damage as it goes down, so I bet you are right. My favorite t-shirt lately

says: "At least my tin-foil hat doesn't give me myocarditis" lol

LIKE (40) REPLY (1) SHARE

FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain Sep 16

I need one of those shirts!

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Sal_Peenx Writes Sal_Peenx’s Substack Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

I am so grateful for your sharing this clip. I want to have the boldness of the Londoners.

How about making a qrcode that links to Dr. McCullough's video clip, having it

duplicated on stickers (for those idiotic signs at the pharmacies about getting your jab)

and business cards to hand out. This is so distressing to me. I took the jab and so did

all my family. I continue to pray Ps 91 over us, inserting our names into the psalm. Talk

about regret. Now I will pray we are in the 30%, mentioned by the revered Dr., those

who remain "ok". Early in the scamdemic, I emailed Dr. Harvey Risch and he answered

me. I texted Dr.Zev Zelenko (he answered me, too!!) and wore his OTC prophylaxis on a

t-shirt I made to wear to pickleball...when the allowed us to play again (Good Grief!!)

The Tshirt also had Dr. Zev's Twitter handle on it (because I didn't want anyone to think

the info was my idea) before he was suspended from Twitter. I just want people to

know. Thankfully, I live in FL, with a ROCKSTAR Surgeon General but I just want to

SCREAM every time I see those signs at the pharmacies.

LIKE (22) REPLY (1) SHARE

Heterodox Introvert Writes Coloring Outside the Lines Sep 16

@Sal, I am not tech savvy at ALL, but used a free QR code generator several years

pre-pandemic when it was a must-have marketing tool. (Not so much a must-have

anymore from what I understand, though I'm out of the space so might have that

wrong.) Some generators are free. The one I used, though I can't remember which

it was, didn't require any sign-up. Quick search for examples of free that I have

NOT used: https://me-qr.com/ ; https://www.qr-code-generator.com/ ;

https://www.qrcode-monkey.com/?ref=vc.ru . --

Vista Print is an inexpensive option for business cards. There might be others. It

also might be cost effective to print your own? --

One thought that occurred: (link to) Dr. McCullough's 17 minute presentation will

be met with many a frown and eyeroll and immediate dismissal due to length.

Non-thinkers can't digest any more than soundbites, if even those. That said, if

even one person gets the message, you have succeeded! in your effort. You never

know who is ready to receive the message (and bless the "miracle" of receiving

it!) nor how far the ripple from even one person will spread. --

Sad to read you got sucked in at the beginning of the psyop. But you're awake

now. I support your thought to *do something* to awaken others. IMO that is the

biggest thing any one person can do at this point. Go for it! Also, the odds are on

your side that you'll be ok. Yes to prayer, connecting with the Divine, which Plan is

unfolding in ways ever mysterious to us mere mortals. And, again, yes to using

whatever time you have left on the planet -hope it's decades and decades!- to

being of service. Big smiles 

😊 😊

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Natalie Schulz 24 hrs ago

I totally think the way to go right now is paper leaflets passed out locally to

people around us to bypass being canceled on social media.

I've been thinking if we had downloadable and printable leaflets with good

info, every one of us could leave them on public restrooms, gas pumps,

stores, windshields, etc. most would be tossed, but many would still get

through.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Fred 23 hrs ago

Friend just had an eye opener on oversight. All printers now require a

software download, and in order to scan *anything,* you have to connect

to the internet and allow HP access. Denied HP access and never used it

to scan. Had a problem with the printer from day one and ultimately only

received part of her $ back. Found that she could print a (barely

readable) document in color. Now the issue: when she tried again, HP

had remotely disabled the printer. Had never connected it to WiFi. H P

used a back door approach through her computer? IDK, but want to bet

there are “trigger” words that get HP and govt attention? She had

printed totally mundane stuff, but clearly, the printer was being

monitored remotely. Even those of us with absolutely nothing to hide

should be concerned.

LIKE (4) REPLY (3) SHARE

Heterodox Introvert Writes Coloring Outside the Lines 23 hrs ago

Wow. Sincere thank you for sharing this anecdote. 

🙏

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Johnny-O 22 hrs ago

My wife just last week bought an epson that required no app b.s., fyi

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Fred 22 hrs ago

Please share model!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Johnny-O 21 hrs ago

Workforce pro

WF 3823

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

none none 2 hrs ago

That's what I have. Great Printer!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Susan 1 hr ago

I just bought a brother powdered ink jet because I don't print

much and when I do the cartridge is already dry on my HP

printer, I did not use any software to download but I did

download an app that will allow me to print to my printers from

my phone/tablet and another for my computer. Just started

using it so unsure if I am going to get censored or not yet.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Kim D 23 hrs ago

My husband and I have noticed a huge upsurge of censoring in our

meager foray on the interenet. Even when I try to post something on

this site, it is not unusual to loose the screen and then have to try to

retrieve it. Is anyone else having this issue?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Fred 21 hrs ago

Yes; couldn’t decide if I was just being paranoid. Started after I

was censored for posting a couple of legit links to real scientific

data that didn’t pass muster. Thanks! C&C folks really help my

sanity! (Admit to being late waking up; read some of the first

“studies” on IVM and literally had to walk away from any

literature for awhile.)

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Fred 21 hrs ago

One added IVM to regimen that already had 2-3 drugs

that prolonged the QT interval (a huge no-no!) but of

course, it was the IVM that was dangerous to that one

person who had an AE.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Fred 23 hrs ago

“we are witnessing the beginning of the most frightening period of government tyranny

in our nation's history” Truly alarming, as we know that they will stop at nothing to

preserve the narrative. Tighten your belts, folks. I fear more people are going to die,

and not just from “being too happy” or the cause du jour.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Cynthia Ford Sep 16

He has a substack that he and John Leake, who co-authored his book, write, with a podcast

called The Hot Zone, called Courageous Discourse. Dr. McCullough has a flabberghasting

memory and equanimity, and John Leake writes really eloquently and also testified in Europe.

https://petermcculloughmd.substack.com/

LIKE (40) REPLY (1) SHARE

GG 22 hrs ago

I've really appreciated John lake Leake's Lahaina articles. The media doesn't feel the truth

which causes people to make wild speculations. His articles bring reason and balance to

what information has managed to escape.

LIKE (8) REPLY (2) SHARE

Johnny-O 22 hrs ago

Has he discussed the theory about the GIS mapping of how the fire wiped out along

GIS grid lines certain properties? That is what seems most suspicious to me...

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

RedLetterMom 18 hrs ago

Totally agreed. I listened to the Glenn Beck special on Maui and actually already knew

everything Glenn talked about because of Leake’s articles

LIKE REPLY SHARE

daverkb Sep 16

I agree ... recognizing that Dr. McCullough pushes the window as far as it can be opened in a

major world forum. However, syndicate implies a coordinated CONSPIRACY and that the

pseudo-vaccine inordinately caused huge numbers of death and injury implies BIO-WEAPON.

And this is especially so since the DoD, which ran the psyopt front and center, is in no way to be

deemed a health agency.

We are getting closer all the time. But still, high level criminal prosecutions are the only way to

make sure that cost/benefit ratio is never worth running this trick again.

LIKE (21) REPLY SHARE

Sunnydaze Writes Sunnydaze and Life Without Paro… Sep 16

We watched that 17 minute clip of Dr McCullough and I couldn’t stop smiling!!! He was

AWESOME!! Every person should watch that clip. He named names! He named organizations!

I was blown away by his absolutely candor. 

👏

 

👏

 

👏

I think he might be Superman!

LIKE (18) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lily 24 hrs ago

I agree, it was so well done, he spoke so eloquently and effortlessly and detailed every

single point perfectly and concisely. It was so good I actually listened to it twice while

cooking!

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Bunji29 Writes Bunji29’s Substack Sep 16

Dr. David Martin is another doctor who has been a powerful voice for medical truth. He gave an

incredible speech at the EU parliament in Strasburg about the WHO takeover that everyone

should listen to.

LIKE (16) REPLY (2) SHARE

Heterodox Introvert Writes Coloring Outside the Lines 22 hrs ago

Link to Dr. David Martin speech on Sep 13, 2023. It's TwittX but the only one I have. Fingers

crossed it works.

https://twitter.com/gunthertree2/status/1702140946668810462?s=20

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Renee Morris 20 hrs ago

Thank you so much for the link! Just watched it. Will be copy/pasting to share with

friends and family.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Heterodox Introvert Writes Coloring Outside the Lines 20 hrs ago

👍

Powerful stuff. Here, when shared I offer heads up that it's long, but worth it.

Mostly no idea whether it's been seen & heard; only a couple of positive replies.

All I can do is try. Trusting in the ripple effect.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Renee Morris 5 hrs ago

I definitely believe in the ripple effect and I believe, wholeheartedly, that we

are all making a difference, every day. Thanks again! :)

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Fed up 6 hrs ago

Yes, he’s great as well. A few years back he linked PM Trudeau to having a $ stake in these

jabs - something to do with patents and the University of BC.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Katherine Sep 16

I agree. The courage, intelligence and sheer endurance power that Dr. Peter McCullough has

demonstrated, and continues to demonstrate throughout the last 3 years is second to none.

Not to mention his compassion & medical integrity!

There are many heros of the "Pandemic" which was more a pandemic of profound

incompetence, fear, and cowardice, coupled, it appears, with a small yet powerful Cabal weilding

total malevolence.

But as always in the darkest of times the "lights" of the brave, the compassionate, the truthful

shine more strongly than ever, making them almost impossible to miss. Dr. McCullough's is the

very brightest, if you are ask me, and his strength & endurance are remarkable. The man has a

great heart! On all levels I think.

; ))

Let's nominate him for the highest recognition and honor we can create, as those who saw the

truth, when all the world went down into the darkness. May Angels protect him, plus all our other

Heros, today, and always!!

LIKE (14) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ann-Marie Krul Sep 16

Beautifully put! I totally agree!!

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain Sep 16

I love Dr. McCullough, but he has got to stop using the word "vaccine". It never was and never

will be! I get why he's using it, though.

LIKE (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

Anita from Tucson Sep 16

At this point, I have decided if the word "vaccine" is used, it might just reflect back on all

those prior "vaccines", not just the new modRNA ones, in a "guilt by association" way, and

eventually more people may question those as well. MAYBE more people will consider that

these pharma products come from the same source and evaluate THEIR contents as well

and how they were tested or not tested, what kind of quality control went into them or

didn't, and what the injuries have been, and if the "journals" were lying about those as well.

Although VAERS shows the huge spike for the modRNA injections, it probably masks the

harm of the other ones as well, on a grand scale. Reflecting on documentaries on the harms

done to populations historically in other countries, on other continents (like Africa or India),

which likely are not in the consciousness of most people in the US, or reflected in VAERS

(The Real Anthony Fauci by RFKJr, the film Infertility, A Diabolical Agenda, are just two

exposes that come to mind), I accept that I had no idea how bad it was. Even though I

already had some vague notion that "vaccines" were using aborted fetal stem cells in some

of the research and/or development which wasn't something I would willingly choose to

participate in, the COVID crisis opened the door for me to question the rest of the story.

LIKE (14) REPLY (2) SHARE

Bunji29 Writes Bunji29’s Substack Sep 16

This explains a lot

In the first 6 years of life your child receives the following through vaccines:

•17,500 mcg 2-phenoxyethanol (antifreeze)

•5,700 mcg aluminum (neurotoxin)

•Unknown amounts of fetal bovine serum(aborted cow blood)

•801.6 mcg formaldehyde (carcinogen, embalming agent)

•23,250 mcg gelatin (ground up animal carcass)

•500 mcg human albumin (human blood)

•760 mcg of monosodium L-glutamate (causes obesity & diabetes)

•Unknown amounts of MRC-5 cells (aborted human babies)

•Over 10 mcg neomycin (antibiotic)

•Over 0.075 mcg polymyxin B (antibiotic)

•Over 560 mcg polysorbate 80 (carcinogen)

•116 mcg potassium chloride (used in a lethal injection)

•188 mcg potassium phosphate (liquid fertilizer agent)

•260 mcg sodium bicarbonate (baking soda)

•70 mcg sodium borate (Borax, used for cockroach control)

•54,100 mcg of sodium chloride (table salt)

•Unknown amounts of sodium citrate (food additive)
Expand full comment

LIKE (18) REPLY (5) SHARE

Janet 21 hrs ago

And don’t forget Thimerosal, the preservative in multi dose vaccine vials. It’s

actually Mercury, a known cause of brain damage.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Anita from Tucson Sep 16

Now THAT's a horror show right there!

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Fred 22 hrs ago · edited 22 hrs ago

Thanks for sharing! So much to learn, so little time! Love C&C readers, and of

course, Jeff!

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain 21 hrs ago

Whoa. And people wonder why so many kids are a mess.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

CStone 21 hrs ago

Wow

LIKE REPLY SHARE

CStone 21 hrs ago

Well said!!! Agree with every word.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

The Boss Sep 16

**Trying to find a link to the Dr.McCullough talk at the EU from a mainstream source. If I send

people a Rumble link, they’re not going to even bother with it. If anyone finds one from a

mainstream “reputable” (to those lefty liberal types) link please post!

LIKE (10) REPLY (3) SHARE

Robin Esau Sep 16

It's posted on his substack from yesterday:

https://petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/one-bio-pharmaceutical-complex-two

LIKE (10) REPLY (2) SHARE

The Boss Sep 16

Thanks very much, but that won’t work either. He’s been widely discredited by the main

stream media. People see his name, and again they won’t even bother. I just thought if I

could somehow give them the fact that he was speaking in front of the EU parliament

from a link that they would “respect” then maybe maybe they would consider it. Ugh. I

can’t give up because it’s family..... somethings Gotta give!

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

Lily 24 hrs ago

If you have 2 cells phones, (your spouse has one), video it directly while playing it

on the other phone. This is what I do, because also no one will go to a rumble link.

I keep it short and look for just the right clip, and I say, if you want the full video let

me know I can send you the link

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Heterodox Introvert Writes Coloring Outside the Lines 22 hrs ago

Interesting tactic. Any idea what level of bites you get for the full video? 10%

of the time? More? Less? Don't have a 2nd phone, sadly. Not yet -?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

The Boss Sep 16

I should say “discredited” --- i’ve mentioned his name and articles and stuff by

him, with him before and I’m always told that’s misinformation 

🤦

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Robin Esau 23 hrs ago

Whew, that's rough.

What I would do is go after the sources he cites and push those their way.

Then there is no association with/to him.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Heterodox Introvert Writes Coloring Outside the Lines 19 hrs ago

I had someone wiser than me propose I should suggest to the unbudging,

"Don't you want to know what the other side is up to?" As in, then the

unbudging could confront me/you/believer-in-"misinformation" with the "lies"

the misinformers are spreading, backing it up with facts.

Of course, they're lazy and don't have any facts, only propaganda, but at

least it plants a seed that maybe they should be aware of the "tactics" of the

other side. Do they take up the endeavor? My thought is those types are not

inclined to ask questions. Too much thinking and energy expenditure

involved. ...Who's playing again in the game Monday night? I'll bring the

beer...

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

SusanMc Sep 16

Only paid subscribers can view itt

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Robin Esau 23 hrs ago

Try this one:

https://drtrozzi.org/2023/09/15/dr-peter-mccullough-undiluted-truth-to-eu-

parliament/

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Reasonable Horses 9 hrs ago

Thank you!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

AJ Sep 16

Yep, can't send people anything on Rumble! I ask, "can you just consider the content?" No

responses...it appears ignoring has become the norm for people and politicians alike!

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

korigon Sep 16

It's childish. It's like a child covering their ears and singing lalala.

LIKE (14) REPLY SHARE
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Gary Ogden Sep 16

The Boss: Here is a link:

https://www.americaoutloud.news/dr-mcculloughs-speech-at-the-european-parliament/?

utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
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Ellen Komorowski Sep 16

I am in awe of this man! He literally sacrificed his entire livelihood to save lives; more than I can

save for so many other physicians who weren't willing to give up their money and influence. He is

a saint in my book. I am definitely up for another multiplier for him!

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Renea Buchholz Sep 16

,

❤
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Politico Phil Sep 16 Liked by Jeff Childers

This is only the beginning. This was a trial balloon and they still got their foot in the door. They'll be

back.

I was going to post a comment to this effect but I'll let JD say it....

New Mexico Wannabe Dictator Michelle Lujan Grisham Backs Down on Gun Ban

...This was a trial balloon to test the acceptance level for abolishing the 2nd Amendment. We can take

it as a small victory, but in reality the powers-that-be learned lessons they will use against us. The

battle will continue as incremental stripping of our God-given right to fight tyranny is an ongoing

threat.

https://jdrucker.substack.com/p/new-mexico-wannabe-dictator-michelle

LIKE (85) REPLY (10) SHARE

TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter Sep 16

A world of tighter top-down government control and more authoritarian leadership, with "limited

innovation and growing citizen pushback" -Rockefellars Operation Lockstep, Published 2010

Our reaction to their every action has been game theorized to death. To your point Phil, you're

100% right, if we ever manage to surprise them they will simply learn from the discovery and

incorporate this new information into their ever-evolving model.

We're rats in a maze, and they're the scientists leaning over us and learning from above. It's time

to flip the script and put them under the microscope. https://tritorch.substack.com/p/apathy-is-

the-fire-in-which-we-burn

LIKE (45) REPLY (7) SHARE

rolandttg Sep 16

The solution could not be more simple. Everybody, man and woman, need to collectively

"grow a pair". My old boss was the finest man I ever knew, the kind you would follow up a hill

knowing you wouldn't come back. He led by example, and had impeccable integrity, THE

attribute that contains every other sub set of attributes worth having . He said "when you're

right , you fight". He NEVER compromised when he was right. And you know what? He never

lost a battle, gave up an employee to a RIF edict, made us back track our position, and got

more bonus and promotional money for us than any other department,. They had to

eliminate the entire operating devision before we ever lost. That's how it's done.

Name One instance when the bolsheviks compromised on anything. Ever. It's always

Republicans, conservatives, and libertarians that compromise. That, more than anything

else, is how we got here. We compromise, they don't. Never again. Say it. We are right, so

we will fight, and we won't compromise . Red Line drawn.

LIKE (52) REPLY (6) SHARE

TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

I sent the following modified version of this comment to my son so he may learn from it.

You win the comment section today rolanttg, thank you.

Never compromise what's right and uphold your family name. You've got to stand for

something, or you'll fall for anything: https://youtu.be/Z_s-Qk07KxA

---

The solution could not be more simple. Everybody, man and woman, needs to

collectively stand up for what's right and STOP backing down. My old boss was the

finest man I ever knew, the kind you would follow up a hill knowing you wouldn't come

back. He led by example, and had impeccable integrity, THE attribute that contains

every other sub set of attributes worth having . He said "when you're right , you fight".

He NEVER compromised when he was right.

Name one instance when the monsters doing this to us have compromised on

anything. EVER? It's always the good guys that compromise. They advance their evil,

and we fall back.. THAT, more than anything else, is how we got here. WE compromise

our GOOD, THEY don't compromise their EVIL. Never again. Say it. We are right, so we

will fight, and we won't compromise . Red Line drawn. We will never back down AGAIN.

---

Do me a favor and give this a quick watch if you haven't seen it rolandttg, you may find

it worth your time: https://bitchute.com/video/WaidBOYBxwot [4:32mins]

My objective is ridding the world of evil, and you don't accomplish that by finding

neutral ground with the devil. -What'sHerFace

LIKE (11) REPLY (2) SHARE

Politico Phil Sep 16

Damn!!! I think I am in love.

To her point of finding neutral ground with the devil let me point out that there is

NO COMMON GROUND with evil. When they demand that we compromise, they

are demanding our surrender. Satan is absolute evil and there is no empathy in

him. There is no common ground and never will be.

LIKE (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter Sep 16

100%

When you deal with the devil, you can only lose.
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SusanMc Sep 16

Yep; ask Eve

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

deleted Sep 16

Comment deleted

TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter Sep 16

Sorry about that, just her style. Thanks for watching Lily
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deleted Sep 16

Comment deleted

TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter Sep 16

This is her rumble channel: https://rumble.com/c/WhatsHerFace

I've only really watched a few of her most popular videos. Here is

another great one which came out a couple of years ago:

https://rumble.com/vdthcl-welcome-to-the-upside-down.html
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Kim D 23 hrs ago

She's great! Thanks for sharing.
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Politico Phil Sep 16

THANK YOU..... As TT said, you win the comment section today!!

I have to re-post this part just to hear it again.....

"He led by example, and had impeccable integrity, THE attribute that contains every

other sub set of attributes worth having . He said "when you're right , you fight". He

NEVER compromised when he was right."

Thank you for this John Wayne example. If I hear, "Who's John Wayne" from anyone,

that tells me how old you are LOL.
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SusanMc Sep 16

How dare Daddy Dementia invoke John Wayne’s name even when rambling....

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

GG 22 hrs ago

We assume our enemy is reasonable. We assume they're coming from an honest place.

We're reasonable; we're coming from an honest place.

It makes me think about sheep amongst the wolves. We're supposed to be as shrewd

as serpents, gentle as doves. We got the sheep and the dove parts down!
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Tess 23 hrs ago

You are so right. People who have uncompromising integrity are the best, and it seems

few and far between these days.

I remember being in a Bible study group when the boosters started coming out and a

young person stating that he was going to get the booster the coming week. I said that

I would like to pray that anyone considering a booster would research before getting it.

The teacher parroted the phrase I despise to this day, that each person makes his own

choice. I remember thinking, IT’S NOT A CHOICE, IT WILL KILL YOU. We are continually

dismissed as something socially unacceptable when we warn people of what is true.
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Datagal Sep 16

Quadruple like!!!
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SusanMc Sep 16

Excellent 

‼
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Victoria Hill Sep 16

EVERYBODY VOTE FOR TRUMP...that ought to scare em

LIKE (20) REPLY (3) SHARE

TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter Sep 16

"You cannot solve problems with the same level of thinking that created them" -

Einstein

"Voting" got us into this mess, it sure as hell isn't going to get us out of it.
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CaplT 23 hrs ago

Except that it was “voting” not voting. The thumb has been on the scale for years,

which is finally being exposed. It’s time to count every valid vote in elections.
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TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter 23 hrs ago

You got it CaplT!
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MaryLS Sep 16

Still, it's a fun idea. The elite would go nuts. I don't think it would make anything

any worse than it already is. At least Trump is not a perpetual war monger.
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Politico Phil Sep 16

But it will definitely frustrate them without ending.
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Paula Mitchell Sep 16

Vote=voice
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TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter Sep 16

Ideally.

"Those that cast the votes decide nothing. Those that count the votes decide

everything." -Lenin

A corporation called "Dominion" counts the votes.

Definition of Dominion: rule; control; domination.
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Politico Phil Sep 16

It looks like we have a serious problem with election fraud in FL. Read

this link and then check out his substack for the backstory.

https://immutabletruthelections.substack.com/p/maga-judas-aka-

michael-thompson-lee
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Sunnydaze Writes Sunnydaze and Life Without Paro… 24 hrs ago

Wow. Just wow. This is infuriating. Not surprising. Of course there’s

a cookie. Of course there’s a Judas. Of course there’s a bribe. Of

course there’s betrayal. That IS how politics work. That IS the evil

that has wormed it’s way into the hearts of men who should have

rebuked the evil. Unfortunately, we are slaves to the many Judas’s

who have chosen the pieces of silver rather than have morals and

integrity.

This was disheartening to read. Tough day for reality. Thanks for the

link.
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TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter Sep 16

Wow, so blatant... Their pride will be their undoing. Thank you for

that link Phil
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Paula Mitchell 22 hrs ago

True but, we need to clean up the system of voting and counting. How

would you suggest we win this war? It's a multifaceted problem, people

have been distracted for to long we ALL need to fight back against the

government machine, on all fronts.
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TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter 22 hrs ago

The government works for us. We've allowed them to lose sight of

this fact because we've been derelict in our supervision. A founding

father once said that constant vigilance is the price of liberty. We

have to watch the government like a hawk, relentlessly. The moment

we stop the wolves will start circling. Here is a strategy for this

which may interest you: https://tritorch.substack.com/p/apathy-is-

the-fire-in-which-we-burn

"If once the people become inattentive to the public affairs, you and

I, and Congress and Assemblies, Judges and Governors, shall all

become wolves." -Thomas Jefferson
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InquizitiveOne 20 hrs ago

There is a way to solve America’s “politician” problems. Join

Convention of States. https://conventionofstates.com/?

ref=57705
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SusanMc Sep 16

I’m definitely voting for Trump...again.

He’s the bull in the china shop, NY street fighter, & loves this nation. Enough for me!
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Willing Spirit 19 hrs ago

Abandon hope all ye conniving GOP who choose to challenge MAGA.  We The

People are in charge now.  We want a reckoning.

Donald Trump isn’t just our candidate, he’s our murder weapon – and the GOP is

our target. We good now?

Sundance. 9/14/23
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Willing Spirit 19 hrs ago

TCTH. 9/09/23

President Trump has something behind him, something holding him in the

gap.  He has the power and favor of the purest truth around him, and he has

the support of a grateful nation.

Massive numbers of Americans, far more than the corrupt system operators

would like to admit, are standing with President Trump as our gloriously

imperfect vessel to destroy all their schemes.

It is the most remarkable moment in history as one man stands the gap and

fearlessly faces down the combined effort of decades of political corruption.

It truly is inspiring.
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Sarahanne25 1 hr ago

Trump won 2020. The votes didn’t count.
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Neil Kellen Sep 16

It is nearly impossible to coordinate guerilla warfare against an empire. Like the empire has

done, we could "flood the zone" with all sorts of garbage and noise in an attempt to distract

from the real strategy. Start pushing back on EVERYTHING, even if those efforts are

disingenuous.

At the same time, we can take some solace in the inevitable fact that tyrants don't like other

tyrants and the empire will eventually be destroyed by infighting. It may be a generation or

two down the road, but it will happen.
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Politico Phil Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Except...........Americans did it once before when they seceded from the Union.

Because of the large scale secession, the proto-nazi Lincoln militarily attacked the

seceding states and defeated them through unlimited total warfare murdering and

displacing nearly the entirety of the prosperous population except for the poorest

segments. This was the impetus for the settlement of the west. The west was not

settled by the northern Yankees. But I digress. The southern states seceded over unfair

Federal taxation, the same reason the Colonists seceded from the British Empire and

won a century earlier.

Now, the southern states might have won had the Governors and sheriffs, instead of

seceding, pushed back at the local level by refusing to submit to Federal taxation and

barring Federal agents from their jurisdictions. We have seen this already with local

sheriffs, Govs and AGs refusing to enforce unconstitutional actions. This is how we

must fight them.

Why we haven't seen the Texas Governor kick out the US Border Patrol and close the

border himself is beyond me.

https://michaelyon.substack.com/p/invasion-usa
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Sunnydaze Writes Sunnydaze and Life Without Paro… Sep 16

With the help of SheThinksLiberty I just got schooled on the “great” President

Lincoln. Wow. They never teach all the real history. Only the parts they want to

manipulate us with. Damn. It was a real eye opener!
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Freedom Fox Writes Freedom Fox Sep 16

It fits her face well:

https://i.imgflip.com/7zd9ww.jpg
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Willing Spirit 19 hrs ago

Abbot is a Globalist.
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Runemasque Sep 16

Celia Farber just had a substack about revelation of the method, asking what is the proper

response. https://celiafarber.substack.com/p/readers-exchange-perspectives-what?

utm_source=post-email-

title&publication_id=257742&post_id=136970803&utm_campaign=email-post-

title&isFreemail=true&r=8vck8&utm_medium=email

I like the question. I think about how, when bad things happen, and you're suffering for it,

and maybe you even know someone is at fault, what determines your actions? For myself, I

noticed that I am susceptible to becoming bitter, sometimes wanting to bite back. If you're a

parent, you can see more easily from that perspective how these responses show an

immaturity, and they are not really what you want for the children who represent the future. I

hope that, no matter what happens, that we don't lose the good inner compass that I think

we're born with. I think we need to act out of goodness and that clarity, and not be shaped

by the terrible things that we encounter. In art terms, if what is done to us is an active

sculpture, we must resist forming into the negative space around that sculpture. We are in

truth sculpted for a beauty with an independent integrity. Fundamentally, we cannot just be

actors in reaction; we must act from what we truly are, which is not shaped and determined

by them.
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Victoria Hill Sep 16

sorry, chica, NO AMNESTY EVER!!! HANG THE PERPETRATORS IN THE TOWN

SQUARE and SELL TICKETS for the opportunity to PULL THE LEVER!! I WILL BUY

TONS!
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Runemasque Sep 16

It's the difference between punishing and enjoying it and taking a necessary

action to stop those who are dangerous and malicious. You don't have to be

malicious yourself, nor corrupted into bitterness or rage.
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daverkb Sep 16

We can be joyful in seeing the administration of justice without being

malicious. Remedy in the law is relief from evil and a cause for the

celebration.
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Politico Phil Sep 16

Exactly. My countenance will be grim as I watch them hang and I will be

full of joy for the justice delivered.
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daverkb Sep 16

Hi Phil ...

The Reformation Era understanding of Christian Orthodoxy

understands that acting in conformity with God's Holy Law Order is

glorification of God. That is, obeying, affirming and the upholding of

God's Law brings order, harmony, joy and peace into our lives. That

punishment is to be exacted of Evil Doers is a Christian obligation

(and in no way optional). And the public servant who refuses to

punish Evil is anathema in God's sight and outlaw the Covenant.
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Politico Phil Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Amen. So it is Written, so it shall be.
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daverkb Sep 16

Justice is punishment meted out for crimes and visibly witnessed by one and all.
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Chad Martin Sep 16

NUREMBURG 2.0!! These people are monsters and murderers!
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Cynthia Ford Sep 16

I love this! I am of the school that values expression of emotion, however, not

suppression and repression, and I curse like a proverbial sailor, having read that our

swearing comes from the same place as the alarm calls of the vervet monkeys, but I

also pray to the "ultimate ground of being" (Paul Tillich). All the discussion of

countering their "will" gives me the willies though since what aligns us with the highest

good, and the highest beauty (which is at the top of our cognitive hierarchy, though

perhaps not our "spiritual circuitry") truly is a recognition that our own wills are not

divine unless humbly joined to the divine, in a posture of recognition of our own

hamartia, missing the mark. And once we try to impose our own wills on things, all sorts

of evolutionary psychological latent aspects of being surface. Think of how so many

people, given a little bit of mall cop level power, just go full on officious, like the heads

of homeowner's associations. I think there are weird hoarding, greedy evolved traits

that kick in to make us Scroogey if we have more resources than other people. If we

align with the highest divinity and the highest good, THEY can't even imagine or see

that as they are stuck in addiction to power or sadism. I have not found one home in

any particular belief, but I do love this:

"Then he answered and spake unto me, saying, This is the word of the LORD unto

Zerubbabel, saying, Not by might, nor by power, but by my spirit, saith the LORD of

hosts."

Zechariah 4:6 King James Version
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Runemasque Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

I agree. I don't think I am immune to corruption, for example, if I see how my own

family has been aggressed upon. Revenge is attractive. I don't want to just wield

my power. I want to serve a true good that is even better than the best I can do. If

you take God as the good that can be relied upon as truth, what is the difference

between acting in these times out of good VS acting out of reaction to an evil? Re-

action - does it reify? Does it offer affirmation and solidity to malicious efforts? If

you have a highest good, a highest truth, then wouldn't everything that you do

strive to be intelligible first in fidelity to that? This is a kind of idolism. I think it is

very tricky. I hesitate to ascribe to myself the full ability know to exact justice, even

as, in every moment, I think we are called to be present and available and active. I

have been in positions of authority and responsibility, and I have not found it easy

to know beforehand what is exactly right. I have really had to search in the

moment. I can't be everything. I often think that a lot of what is happening is

intelligible as an idolization of self as god, or, as a misplaced truth to be faithful to.

If people are expecting that they will know such as to have a godlike power,

they're going to crash against their limitations sooner or later. In the Tao, it is the

wave that rises, and crashes under its own weight and momentum. If we only re-

act, I am concerned that we are under the same delusion that we will singularly

stop an evil - so alike to the singular delusion of being able to exact an (evil) truth.

I don't want to partner with these people in that way. It's so easy to get distracted

by the grandeur of doing, the necessity to meet the enemy in a decisive way. It's

like you can really only live as a prayer, and not as a completion. To whom the

prayer?
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Politico Phil Sep 16

To the Lord of hosts who said "I am the way and the truth and the life. No one

comes to the Father except through Me." There is no common ground with

evil.
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Leonora Sep 16

Matthew 5: especially:

37: But let your communication be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay: for whatsoever is

more than these cometh of evil.

38: Ye have heard that it hath been said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth

for a tooth:

39: But I say unto you, That ye resist not evil: but whosoever shall smite

thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also.

40: And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let

him have thy cloke also.

41: And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain.

42: Give to him that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow of thee

turn not thou away.

43: Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour,

and hate thine enemy.

44: But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do

good to them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use

you, and persecute you;

45: That ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven: for he

maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on

the just and on the unjust.
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Mark St 19 hrs ago

Possibly the biggest obstacle to overcoming the tyranny of our age is the majority of people

are comfortable in their slavery.
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Eliza Writes Eliza’s Substack Sep 16

Destroy the maze.
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Steph D Sep 16

So true TriTorch. 

🙌

It’s a multi-faceted strategy as we all know to take down the freedoms that were hard

fought with much blood and lost lives. History is easily forgotten. It’s hard for me to

understand how leftists don’t see the hypocrisy in every argument they present.

Take for instance, the fact that public high schools were not allowing Christian clubs for the

students but have allowed men dressed as female strippers to twerk for them or allow x-

rated books in their libraries. (See libs of TikTok videos on this)

There are some wins for freedom happening but you can be sure that as the fight is indeed

ramping up, the other side is also gearing up for this culture war. I think we are still way

behind, mainly because many of us just realized how desperate our situation has become

since 2020.

Some good news:

https://www.foxnews.com/media/federal-appeals-court-allows-christian-clubs-return-

public-school-campuses
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Politico Phil Sep 16

They have no hypocrisy. They fully believe in their worldview and they will not

compromise with anyone. They hate Biblical belief because they understand that

Christians believe in absolutes that will not allow compromise with their evil worldview.

We are their worst nightmare.
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Then we need to keep pushing back harder every time!
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Politico Phil Sep 16

I used to be a "glass half full" kind of guy, like Jeff. But after the last couple years, I've

learned to be a "glass half empty" kind of guy now.
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TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter Sep 16

Have heart man, we will win this thing. They want you demoralized - you know this as

well as anyone - so don't give them that victory.

LIKE (22) REPLY (2) SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

Exactly!! Our pessimism does nothing but serve THEIR purposes!!!

LIKE (12) REPLY (2) SHARE

ConcernedGrammy Sep 16

If nothing else, they feed on our negative emotions and responses. At least, I

believe they do. They hate joy and love.

❤
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RunningLogic Sep 16

I agree.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

ConcernedGrammy Sep 16

If nothing else, they feed on our negative emotions and responses. At least, I

believe they do. They hate joy and love.

❤

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Politico Phil Sep 16

Oh I'm with you man! They're going DOWN but at the same time I'm now much

more realistic about the half empty part. Pragmatic and skeptical as others said.

And more informed. But I'm very optimistic. In fact, I laugh at their plans and their

hubris knowing the utter destruction of their hubris that awaits them. History

illustrates that yet they know it not. These reptilian excuses for human beings are

total mental narcissistic sociopaths who can't even see the judgement of history

right in their face. Factoid: I saw an interview where Nancy Pelosi came right out

and said she considers herself to be "reptilian". I use to shrug such comments off

but after seeing everything they openly project ahead of time, I now take such

comments to be literal.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Shelly S Sep 16

I like to think of it as reality-oriented. But---God will win in the end, and we can bank on

that.

LIKE (11) REPLY SHARE

Johnny Be Real Sep 16

I like to think of it as “skeptical” :)

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

CStone Sep 16

and I like to think of it as ‘pragmatic’
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Julie Ann B Sep 16

Phil, if you know the Lord the glass IS full because God IS in control and the story has

already been written in God’s Word and we have access to it! That doesn’t mean what

we see happening and what’s coming will be easy, it isn’t and won’t be, but we know

that. The time is short for evil to run rampant over this earth. Be encouraged by our

Lord and Savior who conquered death and will be coming back soon! No man can save

us, only God! 

🙏

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Politico Phil Sep 16

The Lord has saved us and that's a done deal. Then he sent us out into the world

"as sheep in the midst of wolves" to be "wise as serpents and harmless as doves"

with the admonition to beware of men. Time is short for each of our lives but evil

will confront us everywhere we go. Ours is to uphold the uncompromising

Righteousness of God and find rest in His infinite Grace.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Julie Ann B 24 hrs ago

Amen Phil! I agree with you 

💯

 and always appreciate your comments. Mine

was only meant for encouragement! God bless you!
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Jasmine Sep 16

I'm afraid you're right. Every crazy policy informs the next attempt and it also shifts the Overton

window for the general population.

Also it keep us busy. Instead of building the society and connections that we want, we're

distracted by fighting the crazy. We have to be diligent about turning our attention back to the

building as quickly as possible after each of these distractions.

LIKE (11) REPLY (2) SHARE

ConcernedGrammy Sep 16

Absolutely.

https://www.corbettreport.com/how-the-government-predicts-the-future-inside-the-

sentient-world-simulation/
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SusanMc Sep 16

Marxist tactics; attack this & we respond; attach that & we respond. Etc. Keeps us off

balance ad nauseam. And busy w/ “busywork.”

Had a high school trig teacher who always cautioned against “busywork” bc it went no

where, wasted valuable time & accomplished little to nothing.
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Runemasque Sep 16

I don't think it was a trial balloon. Her own legal officer stepping out against her suggests to me

that maybe she was greedy and wanted to be the actor in a plan which was not supported. I am

hypothesizing that these people are eager to play their role and don't always want to wait to be

told. The fool thinks she can run with it, since it reflects the larger agenda, and so get to be the

agent, but, nobody approved her to jump ahead in the plan. She was not supported, as she

would have been with perhaps a George Floyd like Walz got in MN, or some provocative initiation

of the action, with the other roles ready to play their part.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

daverkb Sep 16

It certainly was a pushing of the totalitarian window. It also was a colossal misreading of the

weather vane. And an injudicious step too quick.
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Politico Phil Sep 16

Trial balloons, none of which is expected to be decisive. Just testing the front lines and

incrementally gaining ground. And they don't care about casualties. They eat their own.
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Kelli Sep 16

Too bad these tyrants never really learned anything about human behavior. They think they

know, hence all the manipulations, but the know nothing of what it means to actually *be*

human, to have a soul.

People will never stop resisting them. The tyrants would know this if they possessed actual

souls. OR, they could have just watched "The Menagerie" from the original Star Trek series.

(Apologies for the Trekkie plug, lol.)

-- The aliens found that humans' "unique hatred of captivity" made them unsuitable for the

Talosians' plans, which were therefore abandoned.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain Sep 16

I think this showed that Americas will have NO tolerance for this abolishing 2A garbage. The

powers that should never be must be well aware of this after this monkey show in NM. Heck,

even democrats did not side with that evil woman, and that's saying something.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Sunnydaze Writes Sunnydaze and Life Without Paro… Sep 16

I said the same exact thing the minute I heard what the New Mexico tyrant did. This was a trial

run. It’s not over by a long shot. Just like I think covid was their practice run to see how much

total control they could get away with, and learn how they need to tighten up against the non-

compliance ones.

They think we’re stupid. Let’s not make the same mistake and assume they are. They are well

planned evil and practice games are always used to do better next time.
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Victoria Hill Sep 16

hang tight...big turn around comin
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Renea Buchholz Sep 16

Yesssss..getting a precedent set
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Truthseeker Sep 16

Wow

You are exactly right in your assessment of that.

It’s the same thing they’re doing … trying to change ‘age of consent’
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Janice - Words Beyond Me Writes Words Beyond Me - Janice Powell Sep 16

Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego replied to the king, “O Nebuchadnezzar, we do not need to give

you an answer concerning this matter. If it be so, our God whom we serve is able to deliver us from

the furnace of blazing fire; and He will deliver us out of your hand, O king. But even if He does not, let

it be known to you, O king, that we are not going to serve your gods or worship the golden image that

you have set up.” . . .

Then these men were tied up in their trousers, their coats, their caps and their other clothes, and

were cast into the midst of the furnace of blazing fire . . . Then Nebuchadnezzar the king was

astounded and stood up in haste; he said to his high officials, “Was it not three men we cast bound

into the midst of the fire?” They replied to the king, “Certainly, O king.” He said, “Look! I see four men

loosed and walking about in the midst of the fire without harm, and the appearance of the fourth is

like a son of the gods!” . . . Then Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego came out of the midst of the

fire. The satraps, the prefects, the governors and the king’s high officials gathered around and saw in

regard to these men that the fire had no effect on the bodies of these men nor was the hair of their

head singed, nor were their trousers damaged, nor had the smell of fire even come upon them . . .

Nebuchadnezzar responded and said, “Blessed be the God of Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego,

who has sent His angel and delivered His servants who put their trust in Him, violating the king’s

command, and yielded up their bodies so as not to serve or worship any god except their own God.”

— From Daniel 3 (NASB1995)

LIKE (60) REPLY (2) SHARE

Natalie Schulz 24 hrs ago

Yes, in all these comments from above, let us not forget that the Lord our God is with us and that

it is He who will destroy the workers of iniquity. Let us look to the name of the Lord our God for

deliverance. 

🙏 💜
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Janice - Words Beyond Me Writes Words Beyond Me - Janice Powell 17 hrs ago

Amen!
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Sunnydaze Writes Sunnydaze and Life Without Paro… 24 hrs ago

I LOVE this portion of scripture! I have spoken of it many times these past three years. I have

written about standing up to Goliath’s of our time in the way these three did. I have tried to help

people to realize that civil disobedience IS in the Bible. And these three along with Daniel are

some of our examples. Thanks for posting this today.
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Janice - Words Beyond Me Writes Words Beyond Me - Janice Powell 23 hrs ago ·

edited 17 hrs ago

It was difficult to decide what to leave out so it wasn’t so long. All of it is encouraging.
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Sydney Sep 16

Künstler quoted C&C yesterday:

“If a politician does a ‘favor’ for a crime boss, and the crime boss pays the politician’s wife, it’s still

bribery. If the crime boss pays the politician’s crackhead son on account of the favor, it’s still bribery.”

— Jeff Childers, the Coffee & Covid blog

LIKE (53) REPLY (2) SHARE

Satan's Doorknob Writes Satan's’s Doorknob Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

The principle is as old as the hills: Hunter selling his "paintings" for lavish sums. The wonderful

world of foundations, charities, non-profit organizations and the like. Need to sweeten a deal

beyond what legal campaign contributions would allow? Then hire that VIP's nephew, or

daughter-in-law, in a BS job at your tax-exempt foundation. As a topical example, think of

Hunter's "job" with Burisma. Are you an influencer in your industry, maybe Pharma? Well, it'd be

illegal, or at least unseemly to accept a big cheque directly from a corporation. But how about if

they donate to a charity for which you're on the board of directors? Would that do? There are

probably hundreds of possible examples. Not to say that all such activity is unethical. Few things

in the world are black and white, and thus there's not always a clear-cut border between right

and wrong. As the old saying goes, the real crime is with what's legal, not illegal.
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Truthseeker Sep 16

Totally

It’s like Oprah and Dwayne Johnson’s charity for Maui fire victims … People's Fund of Maui

is a fund of the Entertainment Industry Foundation.

Who is getting a tax break there? Where’s the money going? What percent of money gets to

victims? And Why is the money even being funneled through an entertainment NGO at all…

True volunteer work is doing the work no one else will do.

True giving, is giving when there is zero benefit to the person giving.

Too many charlatans and scammers today… are masquerading as benevolent

philanthropists and nonprofits/NGO’s. Many now are just shell corporations for embezzling

the sincere generosity of most average people.

Question them ALL.
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Lily Sep 16

Yes, even at Publix, the grocery chain here in Florida, when you are paying to check

out, they ask you to donate, then they count that as their own donation and get tax

credits for that, which is absolutely absurd. Why should me helping a charity help

Publix to pay less taxes. I tell them; no thanks, I already donate directly on my own.
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Truthseeker Sep 16

Wow

I did NOT know that… thank you for passing that tidbit on! …but figured it was

some scam and always said no now. Lots of places are doing that type of donation

thing now too… at check out! 

🧐
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Emumundo 16 hrs ago

I used to “round up” for charity or donate at the checkout but I wondered how

much was getting to the people who need it and not just another grift. Now I keep

some money stashed and when I come across someone who is homeless- which

is happening more and more- I just hand them the money. Professional charities

turn my stomach.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lily 4 hrs ago

I agree. I feel a lot better handing it directly to them, even though others

question what they will use it for. I drive into Fort Lauderdale quite often and

the same homeless people “work” at the stop lights, ie ask cars for money. I

have heard they make about $30 a day or a shift from this. But no idea if

that’s realistic number: as it’s not often you see someone roll down their

window and hand over cash. I’ve seen the same faces at the same lights for

over two years now. Must be worth it if they persist.
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Sunnydaze Writes Sunnydaze and Life Without Paro… 24 hrs ago

Yup. NEVER give to a “charity” unless you can verify where the money actually

goes. I think lots of people generally want to be charitable in some way, but in true

evil fashion fraud is rampant. And shame on the businesses that try to manipulate

you to give in a way that makes you feel obligated or embarrassed to say no. It is

to demoralize you and guilt you into giving when you wouldn’t have otherwise

done so. They’ve expanded into the tipping realm at restaurants and fast food

places. I recently had an experience at a car wash! The employee stood at the

entrance and put my card in the reader and helped me decide which car wash I

wanted. Not because I needed help. Then the screen asked for a tip amount with

the guy standing there relaying the message to me. Why would I want to tip

BEFORE the car wash and for a service I didn’t even need or want??? I was caught

completely off guard. I tipped out of obligation because he was standing right

there “helping” me. I was pissed to say the least. That will never ever happen

again.

It’s all done to manipulate the charitable nature of people. It’s shameful.
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CaplT 22 hrs ago

That’s how the Clinton Foundation still operates.
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Irunthis1 Sep 16

I saw that. Gotta love C&C on Clusterf^@k Nation. 

😂 😂 😂
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Boflys Sep 16

I’m a retired army pilot and current corporate pilot. Last year the FAA decided it wanted to cross

reference its pilot data base with the VA database. Which the lawyers say is somehow not applicable

to HIPA rules. The result was the grounding of 4,800 pilots for periods of up to a year while the FAA

spend millions to investigate why we didn’t disclose VA disability claims. I guess the FAA didn’t realize

that all the civilian doctors who are trained to issue medical certificates to pilots were advising

veteran pilots not to disclose anything from the VA to the FAA because the FAA is a bureaucratic shit

show. It’s really hard to think of a scenario where this isn’t intentional. I can’t believe that there are

this many idiots driving this clown car of a country.
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Queen Hotchibobo Sep 16

Oh, there are that many. I’ve worked in a bureaucracy and worked with bureaucrats for decades.

It’s rare to find a competent one.

The old phrase “close enough for govt work” became a truism for a reason.
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Margaret Anna Alice Writes Margaret Anna Alice Through the… Sep 16

If you would like to brighten your morning, please take 90 seconds to watch Bobbie Anne Cox’s

triumphant oral argument against Tyrant Hochul’s quarantine camp lawsuit appeal:

• https://twitter.com/ChildrensHD/status/1701997931379806429

As Sasha Latypova writes:

“Watch Bobbie Ann[e] getting an ovation after her speech to the court. Watch the faces of those

judges. History was made there on September 13, 2023. Tell your children.”

(https://sashalatypova.substack.com/p/talking-to-dr-jane-ruby-about-hospital)

Bobbie Anne’s organization is Uniting NYS (https://unitingnys.com/), and I would like to suggest that

for a future Operation Multiplier should it become necessary for them to continue the fight:

• https://unitingnys.com/oral-arguments-heard-in-states-appeal-of-borrello-et-al-v-hochul/

When this legislation was first proposed in February 2022, I wrote a letter to submit during the public

comment period, only to learn from Mark Crispin Miller that Hochul had already illegally rubber-

stamped the legislation before the comment period had even closed:

• “Letter to the New York State Department of Health”

(https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-the-new-york-state-department / see the

pinned comment for Mark’s input)
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SJacob1957 Sep 16

Thank you for sharing this. Bobbie Ann is a warrior for freedom in New York State, one of

seemingly few!
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William Sep 16

Loved her closing comment: "If [state agencies] don't have to follow the law, then what is to

point of having a state legislature?"

Thanks for posting!
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Peace Sep 16

Your first Twitter link states "Page is Down"
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SeeingTruth Sep 16

Just watched it. Worked for me.
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Margaret Anna Alice Writes Margaret Anna Alice Through the… Sep 16

Works for me, too. Maybe try a different browser? I hope it's not being blocked in certain

areas!
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Peace 22 hrs ago

I was able to get in just now. Thanks!
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Jackie J Sep 16

It did the same to me. But I went out and tried again and it worked.
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Sheryl Sep 16

I actually consider cancer a subheading under immunological. If you have a healthy immune system,

your body should be able to take care of errant cancer cells. When your immune system is weak is

when cancer gets going.
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Annie Sep 16

Yes. So many turbo cancers in previously very healthy individuals. No indication and within 2 or 3

months advance stages of cancer. I know of at least 5 people under age 61 this is happening too.

One has already passed. 4 are fighting for the health and lives. Common denominator = all are

vaxxed. 

😪
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Based Florida Man Sep 16

My eyes read that as vexxed.
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Cheeky NonGMO Sep 16

My list of cancers in people I know or relatives of friends is up to 29. 18 are very fast and

aggressive.
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Annie Sep 16

Wow! 

😳

 That's awful. 

😪
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Willing Spirit 18 hrs ago

Did I read correctly that Dr. McCullough said the bad batches accounted for 4 to 7% of

the jabs? And that a significant proportion were free of adverse effects and another

were minor effects?

I keep saying, I’m not seeing the illnesses and deaths here. Yet I certainly believe

they’re happening in some places.

How was it determined where the bad batches would go? Was there a system?

That puzzle piece should fall into place eventually.
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Fred 22 hrs ago

We all know someone in our immediate circle.At least 3 here.
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Based Florida Man Sep 16

Of the 4, the screwed immunity may be the worst of the Jab effects. And it not may show up in

people for years after their jabs, when they finally succumb to something like the flu.
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TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter Sep 16

This natural doctor explains the effects of the injections on the immune system, and why

repeated boosters are necessary to totally wreck it:

https://tritorch.com/degradation/NaturalDoctorExplainsHowTheCOVIDInjectionsKillYouSept

ember2023.mp4 [3:55mins]
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Cheeky NonGMO Sep 16

It sounded like she was saying more. I would have liked to hear all of it.
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TriTorch Writes Out Here On the Perimeter Sep 16

Wish I had more of it Cheeky, I would have liked to hear it all as well.
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Cornwall Marc Sep 16

Hi Tritorch, This is excellent information - but why did they interview her standing next

to a generator by the side of a road at a Harley Davidson convention? Doh!

I hope it gets transcribed and distributed widely because what they have done to

everyone's immune systems with the death shots is so devastating and on-going.
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Peter GL Sep 16

WOW!!!
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Satan's Doorknob Writes Satan's’s Doorknob Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

You may be right but not in the way you think. One of the most common accusations against

the mRNA jabs is that the spike protein is damaging. One of the mechanisms is that the

body's immune system attacks it (which was intended.) Unfortunately, the body apparently

also attacks the body's own cells producing the spike. Another name for that is autoimmune

disease. As I understand things, many tissues get so attacked and myocarditis is only one of

the symptoms. Damage to (inflammation) of the arteries is (so I understand) a non-

controversial and well-documented initiator of plaques and perhaps other disease. For a

long time, CVD has been the leading cause of death (and probably, related illness)

worldwide. mRNA side effects will only exacerbate that toll.

If you define "screwed immunity" to mean the body's immune system is weakened in terms

of attacking foreign threats (as opposed to strictly autoimmune issues) I will agree that it's

an issue, but not that it's the leading cause of injury or death.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

OnTheJump Sep 16

Yes, I believe inflammation due to an overworked immune system, due to the spike, is a

root cause to many of the medical issues people have faced/will face.

If the spike protein never clears out - inflammation continues. Pardon a layman's

interpretation.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cynthia Ford Sep 16

Ok, but Dr. Paul Marik, probably the greatest intensivist in the history of the world,

widely, really beyond widely, published, honored, has FLCCC videos about how to

reduce inflammation and start autophagy, which clears the spike. So there is not

complete consensus within the medical freedom movement, which is a good

heterodox thing, but one can't go wrong reducing inflammation. I started doing

time restricted eating, then I was out in the woods with my dogs and I came upon

an oak tree that I "knew" was going to fall. Maybe this was intuition, maybe it was

an evolved autonomic hearing or perception that consciously I couldn't be aware

of, whatever. Next morning, it had fallen right where I had been standing. Then I

fell asleep and dreamt that something that looked like the segments in the fallen

tree was leaving my body, dessicated, patterned. When I saw a picture of a

mitochondrian, it looked just like the dream image, but who knows? I'm reducing

the inflammation in my gut from the Moderna I originally took or from

asymptomatic covid with a rash that I had. The FLCCC videos from Dr. Marik are

great, and he's done one on cancer as inflammatory and plans to move on to

cognitive impairment. We evolved as starving beings, hominins lucky to find some

berries and honey or bring down a wooly mammoth, always on the verge of not

getting enough calories, so the corporatized FDA has been jiving us for decades

about how much we need to eat. Probably the hominins didn't have huge mounds

of whipped cream to put on their berries, though, as we do. Can't be a saint lol.
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Willing Spirit 18 hrs ago

That’s not the beginning of mankind worldview I believe in. Certainly mankind

would have fallen on very difficult times that may have had them hiding in

caves and scrounging for berries, but I do not believe it began that way.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Willing Spirit 18 hrs ago

And, yes, we probably all overeat.
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Yes I had this thought also.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Fred 22 hrs ago

🎯 💯 🎯

! We all have cancer cells at some points in time!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

SB Sep 16

Good point

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Tonya Writes Something to Think About Sep 16

Imagine if "2 weeks to flatten the curve" had ended in 5 days due to massive resistance.

LIKE (34) REPLY (4) SHARE

William Sep 16

I know of two cases where a group of staff members threatened to quit---en-masse---if even

one of them was denied accommodation to the jab mandate. In both cases, the managers

backed down quickly.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tonya Writes Something to Think About 23 hrs ago · edited 23 hrs ago

That's good to hear.

If more people had done the same with the business closures and mask mandates right

from the beginning, it would never have gotten to the place where they attempted vaccine

mandates.

But I guess it logically followed that businesses wouldn't chance staying open since the

owners already saw themselves as only being allowed to operate with the permission of the

government.
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Tonya Writes Something to Think About Sep 16

It just shows how most people are completely in the thrall of the medical/pharmaceutical

industrial complex.

LIKE (8) REPLY (2) SHARE

Peter GL Sep 16

and the ones most in the thrall are the doctors

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Alison Smith Sep 16

WERE in thrall. So many people have woken up since then.
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Fred HH Sep 16

On Day 6 the State Police here would have you face down on the sidewalk, cuffed, with TV film

crews.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Karen Sep 16

Oh yes. Police were called on a mother not wearing her mask during Holy Mass. In Texas, of

all places. At least they didn't put her in cuffs.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tonya Writes Something to Think About 23 hrs ago

Wow! I hadn't heard about that one!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Willing Spirit 17 hrs ago

And the traitor Mike Pence had gotten flattened instead, along with cockroach Fauci and moron

scarf lady.
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ChicNotGeek Writes Whisky Tango Foxtrot Sep 16

I think the c-vax is a long game ... 3%- 7% of shots caused catastrophic injuries defined as

debilitating or catastrophic injury or death within 3 years of receiving the most recent primary or

booster. But I've anecdotally witnessed sub-clinical problems in friends, relatives, neighbors ... issues

that may not cause demonstrable injury or death until much later in someone's lifespan ... issues that

may seem unremarkable now, (abnormal blood tests), or as a normal part of aging, (but not really),

and will likely advance into a disease a person might not otherwise develop, and long after the

suspicion of covid/vax would seem rational.

I wondered aloud at the beginning of the "Covid Era" whether SC2/vax were really kill switches ... that

it exists quietly in the body until a person reaches, by natural means or not, a homeostatic state of

infirmity at which point the covid/vax quickly becomes deadly. This is a long game, and we're still in

the early phases.

LIKE (33) REPLY (5) SHARE

Annie Sep 16

Agree. Getting covid/colds etc continuously doesn't qualify as lethal. But I see my coworkers, all

vaxxed, quality of life and general good health deteriorate before my eyes.

LIKE (14) REPLY (1) SHARE

ChicNotGeek Writes Whisky Tango Foxtrot 18 hrs ago

Same
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K-dub Sep 16

I recently attended in person with all my remote coworkers. One of them I had not seen for at

least four years, who looked like he had aged 20. Another I had last seen in person in mid 2021,

and now has deep wrinkles in her forehead (much deeper than someone should have at 41).

Several others had gained large amounts of weight (25+ pounds). I also heard of one suffering

POTS syndrome and had passed out on the floor at home and woke up 6 hours later--but this

was kept very hush hush, as this was an executive. (Only heard about it because she missed

several meetings without explanation and people got concerned.) But overall, I’m pleased to

report that most people looked quite healthy for having been jabbed multiple times. And no one

asks my status anymore.

LIKE (11) REPLY SHARE

Queen Hotchibobo Sep 16

That’s my observation as well. I had one 47 y/o female neighbor die of a heart attack. I had a 62

y/o male neighbor die of a turbo cancer.

But my sister and niece have had persistent, hard to treat ear infections. They certainly don’t

associate that with the shots, but I do.
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Michele Writes Gresham Slaw 21 hrs ago

Yes there are a lot of stealth symptoms, I think. Have seen and heard more gallbladder

issues than ever. Ear infections, eye infections, UTIs, rashes. Too 'run of the mill' to be the

jab, they think, but I think...why so many, repeatedly, now?
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Fred 21 hrs ago

Many allograft rejections, including corneas!
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Michele Writes Gresham Slaw 20 hrs ago

YES! So many eye issues!
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Yes those sub-clinical longer term effects are what concern me as well.
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Alan Davis Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

I was wondering how they made just 4-7% bad? Like was it the manufacturing or purposeful

batch selection to make poison?
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K-dub Sep 16

Yes, I recall early on the discussion that the batches had differing percentages of the mRNA

in them. I have no doubt the evil creatures who created the stuff have kept track of that data

somehow . You also have to take into account that some people administering the shots did

not follow protocol and left the vials out longer than instructed, which we can only hope left

much of the poison inert.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Satan's Doorknob Writes Satan's’s Doorknob Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Leaving aside the issues of deliberate malice or plain ineptitude, it has been speculated that

different "vaccine" batches were formulated differently. Of course, it has to be standard

practice to determine the proper dosage with a new drug or other product. In theory, this

was done during early phases of development. But that's all old-fashioned. Today we're in

the "new normal" which means the old standards no longer apply. Put yourself in the

position of the "vaccine" developers and producers: they are, to all intents and purposes,

completely absolved of any civil or criminal liability no matter how badly they screwed up. In

such an environment, can you blame them if they cut every corner they could and -- most

ominously -- feel they had free rein to tinker with product, different dosages, and perhaps

even different active ingredients? There appears to have been little oversight on any of this.

One thing that is nearly certain: each "vaccine" batch and perhaps each individual patient

who took a shot should have a record of where, when, and what he took. This data exists

somewhere. To what uses it will be put is anyone's guess.

At thee very least, one can safely assume that Pharma effectively had hundreds of millions

of test subjects who were injected with God-knows-what. It has, or at least should have,

produced a huge trove of data on the effects, good bad or indifferent. And it not only didn’t

cost them a dime to do the “research,” indeed they made hundreds of billions of dollars and

are immune to any of the consequences.
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MaryAnn Sep 16

Millions of roaming petrie dishes. Public hanging is too good for these perps.

Thankfully, God is in control.
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Ellen Komorowski Sep 16

I don't know if its true or not, but I read somewhere that they really intended in killing

many more people with the jab, but knew that if too many died, people would get

suspicious. That is why not every batch contained a lot of spike.
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rolandttg 21 hrs ago

read there are ~220 actual manufacturers of the jabs, all DoD sub contractors. Big

Pharma make non themselves. Hence one source of variability. Listened to an expert

about a year ago explaining how difficult it is to go to the initial ~6kg test manufacturer

batch size used to get an intial CDC go ahead to the trial phase batch size, which is at

least 10 times larger, then to the actual manufacturing size batch , which is massively

larger. It is not as simple as just using bigger equipment. So this is another massive

source of variability. Add in the likelihood there was little to no oversight or quality

control from the buyers sic. big Pharma/ DoD. Only then add the possibility of actually

designed differences in the batches. All together, you have a complete shit show in the

making.
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Alan Davis Sep 16

Yes my son took it for his work and we have the batch #. I tried the website to see how

bad it was but isnt clear
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Fred 21 hrs ago

Had a link to M’s lots; can look for it if you want. 1 child had both M from bad

batches 

🤬

; no other family jabbed. And yes, VId. 

🤬 🤬 🤬
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ChicNotGeek Writes Whisky Tango Foxtrot Sep 16

3-7% already sick or impaired enough to cause catastrophic events.
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Willing Spirit 18 hrs ago

Many questions in that regard.
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Neil Kellen Sep 16

I have fears that when Dems steal the 2024 election for all three chambers, they will order the

deletion of all electronic versions of all articles/columns regarding the crimes against humanity that is

COVID and the COVID vaccine. From time to time, I print to a pdf file columns that I think are

especially compelling, but know that I miss most of them. Is there a "clearing house" for the vast

library that has developed on this subject? For example, I'd like to get pdf copies of every column Jeff

has published, along with Drs. McCullough, Wolf, and a number of other widely published authors.
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ConcernedGrammy Sep 16

IF we even have a 2024 election, I agree with you. Kamala's statement on CBS Morning when

confronted on with their horrible polling numbers compared to Trump's. "We WILL WIN re-

election". Reminds me of Pelosi's statements before the 2020 election, with her "quiver" and Joe

saying - "We're in a situation where we have put together, and you guys did it for President

Obama's administration before this, we have put together, I think, the most extensive and

inclusive voter fraud organization in the history of American politics". I don't think these are mis-

statements at all.
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Robin Esau Sep 16

Yep, the random slip of the tongue gives us the real story time and again.
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ConcernedGrammy 20 hrs ago

Holy moly, this just popped in my email. Anyone use Alexa to verify?

https://rumble.com/v3hoawg-alexa-says-no-election-1973-emergencies-act-invoked-

war-on-the-horizon.html
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M VARR Sep 16

It's important to always save information to hard drives you control.
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devoalan Sep 16

There is a lady doing that right here on this page, exactly what you've referred to. Somebody

help me remember her name. Something 2. Golden years my ass.
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Notyours Sep 16

Transcriber B?
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A.J. Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Transcriber B is on substack. Fantastic transcripts of banned and shadow-banned

videos of those fighting publicly the lockdowns, masks and jabs.

I faced the "worst case scenario" while young. Grew up knowing one of my

grandfathers memorized all of Walter Scott's "Ivanhoe" book as a kid. Then I read Ray

Bradbury's " Fahrenheit 451" horror struck at a fictional society which banned books

but a tiny number of people memorized books to save them. Learned in junior high

school only 10% at most in the original 13 Colonies took up arms to fight for USA's

independence. Thus, I learned very early ***all*** of us 10% who value human liberty

enough to fight for it must each actively learn history and our literature, safeguard

both, and pass it on to others in ***any*** way we can.
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Notyours Sep 16

Right there with ya Montag!
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devoalan 22 hrs ago

Actually it was 3 percent. Hence the three percenters. I would be a member, but I

don't trust any groups. Let them come, but I don't want to hand it to them.
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William Sep 16

Ray Bradbury — ‘There is more than one way to burn a book. And the world is full

of people running about with lit matches.’
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devoalan 22 hrs ago

Yes. 2, B, What's the diff. Like I said, golden years my ass.
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Very_Well_Then Sep 16

As turboCancers ramp up learn about fenbendazole for cancer. A new article dropped here In

Remission, In Danger. Since traditional chemotherapy can spawn cancer stem cells it is especially

important to self-treat with fenbendazole, the only substance that appears to safely, inexpensively

and effectively eradicate cancer stem cells. Cancer stem cells are the cells that form intractable

distant tumors that result from chemotherapy. So, those in remission after traditional chemo are in a

critical period where CSCs may develop and be fatal Learn more

https://fenbendazole.substack.com/p/cancer-stem-cells-and-fenbendazole
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Natalie 20 hrs ago

I just heard a Dr. Jane Ruby podcast, and the attorney (Crittenden?) said that a Marburg

pandemic is in the works, and fenbendazole is supposed to be helpful for that.
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Heather Hutton Writes Optimal Nurturing Sep 16

Immunologic problems = turbo cancers. Immunocompromised patients develop cancer at a much

higher rate and they grow much faster. In my short stint as a dermatology nurse, we had patients on

immunosuppressants coming in with new skin cancers almost every month. We'd cut them off, and

they would recur or grow new ones at an alarming rate.
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ConcernedGrammy Sep 16

This happen to my husband, pre-pandemic. He had cancerous spots on his temples burned off

and they came back. Burned off again a year later. With insurance, our charge was over $500

each time for a 10 min visit. The next time they came back, we were in the midst of the

plandemic and we had learned about ivermectin. He rubbed ivermectin on these spots and they

cleared up and are still gone. He also had some other new itchy moles on his arms and back.

Black salve has remediated those.
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Karen Sep 16

Can you tell us more about this "black salve"? I have had numerous skin cancers removed

and I am saying no to this in future.
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ConcernedGrammy Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Go to herbhealers.com. Greg Caton was a natural health pioneer who was completely

persecuted for his products, even put in prison on false charges and fined millions of

dollars. He finally fled to Ecuador, where he died from a "heart attack" in Dec 2022. His

wife and staff still run the company. He did videos with Mike Adams and on his own

channel on Rumble. I snapped a pic of my husband's arms and they suggested what

we needed.

I'd difinitely suggest getting his book, Black Salve- It's Proper Use from gregcaton.com

(I removed planters warts that were on my feet for over 30 yrs, (tried all kinds of

remedies) with their bloodroot paste.)
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Willing Spirit 17 hrs ago

I removed numerous warts from the face of a very old dog with bloodroot.

Vet would have surgically removed for $1,400 and he might not have survived the

procedure.
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ConcernedGrammy 8 hrs ago

Yes! Bloodroot for non-cancerous warts, black salve for cancerous skin

spots. The black salve opens up the encapsulation allowing your body to

attack the cancer. "They" slander black salve saying it eats away your tissue,

but it won't react to healthy tissue.
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Karen 22 hrs ago

Thank you!
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ChicNotGeek Writes Whisky Tango Foxtrot 18 hrs ago

Yes! Black salve!!
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CaplT 22 hrs ago

How does one rub ivermectin (capsule) on skin? The “horse paste”?
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ConcernedGrammy 20 hrs ago

We use the 1% sterile injectable solution from the livestock feed store. He just rubbed it

on with his finger for several days. We also take it orally. 1ml per

110 lbs in juice or coffee.
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FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain 6 hrs ago

I've had a very hard time finding the dosage of the paste for a person. Have you

had luck finding that anywhere?
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ConcernedGrammy 2 hrs ago

There' was a dosage chart on FLCCC if the different forms of ivermectin. We

just the injectable (irally), we don't use the paste. For some reason, the

texture sets off my gag reflex. There's a Telegram group you might be

interested in. https://t.me/dirtroadquestionschat
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Fred 21 hrs ago

Exactly the same active ingredient and mg/mg dose as human grade. FLCCC has

increased recommended dose for C. Broad anti viral effects, including flu.
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Oh wow very interesting!
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Based Florida Man Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Dr. Peter McCullough: 73.9% of the deaths after vaccination are due to the vaccine.

Mic drop.
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Based Florida Man Sep 16

It's so noteworthy to learn 4% to 7% of the jab batches account for almost all officially-

recognized jab injuries. Wouldn't it be nice if the CDC and officials could report this?
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Johnny Be Real Sep 16

If they can say this, then I wander if the batches have all been identified. Otherwise how can

he make that statement.

If they are identified then a deep drive is needed into batch variations. Where. When. What

materials. Ect...

There’s so many variables involved but the batch thing doesn’t make sense if they all

contained the same amount of mRNA. If indeed mRNA is the mechanism.
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ConcernedGrammy Sep 16

Howbad.info
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Fred 21 hrs ago

Someone compared VAERS data and known injuries/death to lot #. Shocking results!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

CaplT 22 hrs ago

Yes howbad lists the worst in the US. You have to drill down in the site.
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Kim Sep 16

If I were jabbed, I would want to know if I took one of the 4-7% batch. You know there are

detailed records on file.
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Alison Smith Sep 16

There IS a list that someone has compiled online that has the batch #s and their

corresponding # of injuries.
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Kim Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Yes someone just posted it. www.howbad.info.

(Corrected)
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AngelaK Writes AngelaK’s Substack Sep 16

www.howbad.info

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

AngelaK Writes AngelaK’s Substack Sep 16

Nothing there..says domain is for sale.
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Fred 21 hrs ago

Try again; just scroll down and should see it, including the Lancet article

showing the 74%.
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AngelaK Writes AngelaK’s Substack Sep 16

You mean: www.howbad.info
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Ellen Komorowski Sep 16

Yes, there is a registry where you can look up your batch number and find out if yours

was bad.
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Fred 21 hrs ago

Yep; immediately (1d!) withdrawn from Lancet because of “protocol.” Have content somewhere if

you want.
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Fred 21 hrs ago

Concerned Grammy’s link has the transcript.
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Diana (Somewhere in Maryland) Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

The air traffic controller problem has been brewing for several years; the covid mandates just really

brought the chickens home to roost. WSJ's Jason Riley is one of the few who ever brought to light

the affirmative action measures that have been underway since 2013 to change the racial/gender

makeup of who is in those towers. So few know about this. Really makes you want to hop on a plane :)

From an article I'll try to link below:

"In 2013 the Obama FAA changed the process for hiring controllers and then applied the new policy

retroactively. No longer would the FAA give hiring preference to applicants with degrees from CTI

schools or military experience, as it had in the past. In order to foster “diversity” in control towers, the

agency would move away from merit-based hiring and toward more subjective measures. To attract a

higher percentage of candidates from racial and ethnic minorities, a “biographical questionnaire,” or

BQ, was added to the screening process. Applicants were asked about their upbringing, family

hardship and the like. Those who didn’t score well enough on the BQ were deemed ineligible,

regardless of how well they had performed on tests measuring cognitive skills."

https://www.wsj.com/articles/affirmative-action-lands-in-the-air-traffic-control-tower-1433283292

LIKE (15) REPLY (3) SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Figures that they would now blame Reagan but completely omit any mention of the Obama

administration’s effects on all this 

🙄
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Maggie Think of Me Sep 16

My own brother was one of those air traffic controllers. He was the president of PATCO. An

Air traffic controller at O'Hare, at the time it was the busiest airport. He fell hard. Job gone.

He was on all of the morning talk shows of MSM. He, his wife and their three young children

had their lives turned upside down. He never recovered because the IRS came calling when

he foolishly cashed in his retirement account early on to support his family. They took from

his paycheck until he retired at 72! It was brutal! The IRS scrutnized him into the ground! I

have three large boxes of his "paperwork" from his time fighting the government. When he

passed away in 2019, I lost a huge part of my heart. He was a brother unlike any other and I

miss him every single day! He remained a strong, conservative, America loving, government

suspecting, hard working man up until his untimely passing.
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RunningLogic Sep 16

I’m so sorry 

😞

 It sounds like he was a good man and a wonderful brother. I especially

hate that the IRS has so much power and that they can help destroy people like this!!
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Maggie Think of Me Sep 16

Thank you! Yes, after spending more money than was reasonable, he was forced

to give up that fight...they won. And, in later years they continued to harass him

endlessly. For tiny amounts! Ugh!
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RunningLogic Sep 16

They’re truly awful. It’s like a financial Gestapo 

😕
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Maggie Think of Me 23 hrs ago

Yes! Especially when you know, they go after the have nots more often

than those of better means who have the financial resources to fight

them off! They destroyed his life and livelihood.
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RunningLogic 23 hrs ago

Exactly. While the Bidens and Clintons of the world can do whatever

shady things they want and the IRS won’t touch them.
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Peter GL Sep 16

pity his name wasn't Biden to get sweetheart deals from IRS, then again he

probably was a better man than the Brandons
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Jan Dickmeyer Writes Jan’s Substack 20 hrs ago

This is just horrific and I’m so terribly sorry you all have been through such a

nightmare. 

🙏
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Fred 21 hrs ago

So terribly sorry! 

💔
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Peter GL Sep 16

wasn't Reagan's firing of the ATC back in 1981? If I can count that far, that was 42 years

ago. I would venture that most of those he fired would be dead by now. Sort of like Katrina

was Bush's fault!
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Yeah I was too lazy to look up the exact year but it definitely makes no sense as a

reason. But what else is new with these people? 

🤷
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Fred 20 hrs ago

“Really makes you want to hop on a plane :)” Yep, esp since Oct ‘22 when the FAA changed the

guidelines so pilots aren’t grounded for a heart block that previously disqualified them (without a

pacemaker; routinely done with anything over 300ms). So, you can be within 1 millisecond from

requiring a pacemaker and still fly.
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Fred 20 hrs ago

And yes, heart blocks are now occurring in the absence of an acute cardiac event. Unusual!
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FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain 6 hrs ago
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What a mess. Yeah, makes SO much more sense to put someone in a job that requires exact

precision (e.g. air traffic controller) just because they are a particular race and not as qualified.

<sarcasm> This is reason #453 why I will never get on another plane.
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Johnny Be Real Sep 16

It is encouraging to see this Governor “executive order” gun ban be slapped across the back of the

head like an ignorant teen boy talking back to his older biker tattooed brother.

LIKE (14) REPLY (1) SHARE

Based Florida Man Sep 16

We know these tyrannts will use Covid Emergencies (and Climate Emergencies) to override

fundamental rights. Good to see at least some push back to this.
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Stariel291 Sep 16

Yes, if this was a DS test run for current overreach potential, I’d say the result was not as

they’d hoped.
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Happy Saturday!!

LIKE (14) REPLY (2) SHARE

BBS Sep 16

You, too!
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Thank you!! 

😊
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Tom Sep 16

"The link between turbo cancers and the jabs is not sufficiently proven."

Those on the government payroll responsible are not collecting data. They have no control group.

They obfuscate all-cause mortality data.

They would have the same chance of showing that turbo cancer is correlated with the eating of free

fries, in the style of Bill DeBlasio.

People like Dr. McCullough and Ed Dowd are doing what "The Science" should have been doing all

along, and having to use techniques to pull a signal out of the artificially created noise.

Given the above, there is no way I can ever provide informed consent. Not when I believe the

experimental results were all fraudulently manufactured.
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ConcernedGrammy Sep 16

You cannot prove something exists if you're not looking for it.
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Peter GL Sep 16

I'd say "the link between Brandon's brain and reality is not sufficiently proven"
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47Yinzer Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Dr. McCullough's finding that officially-recognized jab injuries can be traced back to "only 4% to 7%"

of all vax batches will become the get-out-of-jail-free card for the Pharma/UniParty Alliance.

There will soon enough come the day when lawsuits and/or elections drive a change in the narrative,

and put the medical thugocrats on the defense ... alllowing them to hide behind that "only" claim as

an excuse: "It was a brand-new technology rushed out to save the world! Of course there were going

to be a few teensy minor problems!"

And presto! The overall motive for the viruses and the jabs will be justified, and they will continue

unabated, supported by the federal budgets and the security agencies of the so-called free world.

There'll never be an accounting naming who exactly decided to create genetically-modified viruses,

who exactly decided to offshore the virus factories beyond the reach of US domestic oversight, who

exactly paid for the entire ongoing program, and who exactly is benefiting from reducing and

crippling the planet's population.
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Annie Sep 16

Yeah. I don't agree with his assessment that it's only 4% to 7% of the batches causing the

problems. Tptb that released this bioweapon were not going for such a small percentage of the

population. And while it is great the message is getting out the question remains - why now?

Who gave the okay for him to present this? All part of controlling the narrative. So all the vaxxed

who haven't had a major medical issue can go "I am okay. Nothing to see here folks. Move on."
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Runemasque Sep 16

If McCullough is sticking within the scope of his expertise and credibility, that is fine. I

wonder whether the small percent represents a proof of concept of the shots as a delivery

system. The effects can be tracked clearly, but they can also be dismissed publicly. Celeste

Solum mentioned the nanotech being able to deliver different payloads, which could be

activated when desired. They could look like very different things. Mihalcea has been

studying the nanotech being found in very different delivery mediums, including, say insulin

shots of dental anesthetic. The covid shot were tracked, even if it was not intended for us

people to track them. They can say, "look, this bunch was designed for this effect, and

there it is. We now have a useful tool that has been proven at scale."
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Annie Sep 16

Most people will look at 4 to 7% number and move on. No biggie. Small price to pay for

the greater good.
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Runemasque Sep 16

Yes. Many will not even encounter that number, and then they will take refuge in

the smallness of the number and bigness of the threat averted. It is a strategically

manageable number to keep at bay masses of people taking action.
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CaplT 22 hrs ago

I think the 4-7% may be the majority but not all. A family member’s batch had a 1% death

rate but has tapered off in the last 4 months. The death and injury rate was high the first 2

years, but it’s year 3.

Time will tell as to long term effects but it will be harder to link to jabs. Diminishing the

immune system now means they will be more susceptible in the next round.

Everyone should be tested now for the amount of spikes in their system, at least as a

baseline. People without shots should not have any. People with a lot will likely be sick or

ticking.
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RunningLogic Sep 16

The truth is, even he has no idea what is really going to happen in the future as a result of these

shots 

😕
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Neil Kellen Sep 16

My money is on massive depopulation.
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Based Florida Man Sep 16

We're seeing millions of illegals pouring in. Once the Guys In Charge require them to

get the Death Jabs as well, then we'll cooking with gas.
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Ellen Komorowski Sep 16

The problem is that they are not requiring the illegals to get the jab. Many of them

will work in arenas where it is not required if they get jobs. Maybe this is on

purpose??
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Peter GL Sep 16

maybe the way to stop illegals from pouring in is to require them to get the shots

before they are released in the country. How many will still come through? I would

venture only those that want to do harm
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Karen Sep 16

A little clot shot isn't going to stop this flood of illegals.
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Jeff C Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Dr. McCollough is an honest guy, so he has to speak to the elephant in room; the overwhelming

majority of those who took the jabs are fine. Yes it has caused terrible problems for many people

(that Dr. McCollough addressed) but most people appear to have suffered no ill effects.

Particularly those that didn't take the boosters.

I work at a giant aerospace corporation that had implemented the federal contractor mandate. (I

insisted on a religious exemption that was granted.) From talking to my coworkers, I have not

found a single person who didn't take the initial series. Almost all of them are fine, though there

are scattered cases of weird ailments popping up. My own sister has kidney failure a few months

after the jab (which she took for travel despite my warnings).

We need to recognize that a subset of the population had horrible adverse effects from the jab

but most (by a very large margin) did not. So either that jabs had a small percentage of "hot lots"

or some people are just much more susceptible than others. Failure to recognize this makes us

look like alarmists.
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47Yinzer Sep 16

I respect your opinion, but I refer you back to my original question: WHO and WHY was the

planet subjected to all this? If asking that makes me an alarmist, I wear the label with pride.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Alan Davis Sep 16

4-7% of a 4+ billion is a lot of people. So this is a gigantic deal.

LIKE (6) REPLY (2) SHARE

Robin Esau Sep 16

Denis Rancourt has studied global data since the vaccines and estimates the vaccines

have killed 13 million world-wide.

https://rumble.com/v2ohtte-physicist-dr-denis-rancourt-presents-his-findings-on-all-

cause-mortality-ot.html

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

CaplT 22 hrs ago

That’s 160,000,000-280,000,000 men, women and children.

Essentially, 1/2 to 2/3 of the US.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

devoalan Sep 16

It's only a little alarming if 600,000 people die from a mandated injection. But it's very

alarming if 32 people die from a faulty airbag, so tens of millions of automobiles are under

recall. I'm guessing you sweep floors at your large aerospace company, because I can't see

you doing anything that requires thought.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Peter GL Sep 16

just shows you where the politicians are invested

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Amy V Dahlin 21 hrs ago

Why does he still refer to them as “vaccines” and pushes paxlovid if he’s an honest guy? As

we ALL know- they’re bio weapons of mass destruction. And he’s makes tons of money

prescribing paxlovid. Big Phat- bought and paid right between all eyes. Watch what he

“doesn’t do”.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Fred 21 hrs ago

He’s walking a fine line, and calling them anything other than vaccines makes most

simply tune out. Hopefully, as another astute C&C author pointed out, maybe using the

word will tarnish some of the shots that also deserve a critical look.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Jeff C 16 hrs ago

He calls them vaccines because that's what 95% of the population calls them. That's

what normal people call them (even if they technically aren't vaccines).

As to Paxlovid he says, My clinical impression is that the drug is reasonably safe but

only modestly effective" which is probably true. He finds it useful is some cases in

treating Covid.

https://petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/real-world-safety-data-indicate-drug

I don't say this often Amy, but you are delusional. Yes the seriousness of Covid was

wildly exaggerated, and yes the vaccines have been a disaster. But seriously, take off

the tin foil hat before you alienate the remaining people in your life. There are plenty of

scams around, no need to invent new ones.
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Leskunque Lepew Sep 16

The person behind the curtain is Billy Ghates.
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Annie Sep 16

And I am wondering if Dr. McCullough may be controlled opposition. 

🤔

 This entire

testimony smacks of controlling the narrative. 4% to 7% - yeah right! I remain skeptical.

LIKE (7) REPLY (6) SHARE

Johnny Be Real Sep 16

Right. How do you blame mRNA/Spike unless the other 93-96% of shots had none... if

all the shots had mRNA/Spike then the only other explanation is differences in

individual biology reacting differently.

Another explanation is that some people can fight the effects longer than others, and

eventually clear out the offending synthetics.

LIKE (7) REPLY (3) SHARE

Tom Sep 16

Perhaps they calibrated the lethality by having different doses or different

ingredients by lot. Too bad that quality control was never monitored in a

transparent fashion.

Because of the quality control question, it's not possible for me to ever give

informed consent.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Fred 21 hrs ago

Solid evidence (EU somewhere) that ⅓ probably placebo. Zero side effects; no

sore arm, redness, nothing.
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Annie Sep 16

Agree 

💯
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RunningLogic Sep 16

I think he’s trying to give people hope but I’m not sure it’s justified.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Annie Sep 16

Could be. This entire situation is like an onion. You can keep peeling back all the

layers. Nothing is what it seems. We live in a world of subtle and outright lies.
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John Mayo Sep 16

Same has been said about Dr Malone... I don’t know about that.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Annie Sep 16

It is something to consider. They were censored completely and now it's okay to

give testimony. Hmm 

🤔

 I know after this scamdemic I hold to my own counsel

and vett everyone. We live in a world of subtle and outright lies.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

I think there’s been pressure to shift the narrative. Not sure why or to what

extent. There were some EU reps adamantly against the jabs from the start

and more support for them as time goes on so maybe it’s in response to that?

It’s hard to know for sure.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

John Mayo Sep 16

Maybe it will be controlled opposition until buildings start burning down.
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Robin Esau Sep 16

I really don't believe he is; I think he has walked in integrity his whole career and won't

stop now. He can't be bought/used.

He is committed to weeding through the research and only reporting back to the public

data that is solid; when a study is fraudulent or substandard, he calls it out. Every time.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Amy V Dahlin 21 hrs ago

Glad to see your awake. He flipped a long time ago. He still calls them”vaccines”. Bio

weapons all the way!
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Jacquie Sep 16

Yep. The “Gates of Hell”.
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James M. Sep 16

Likely the only consequence of significance would be a large randomized trial of ad hoc

"Dexters" taking out people that escaped justice in such a way that the psychologists could

pulbish papers explaining who the cray-cray Dexters are targeting and advising we all watch the

episode of Joe Rogan that has 1.2 billion views that explains it.

I'm channeling the 70's... Coffy anyone? (admittedly not the best correlation, but hey it's C&C...

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

devoalan Sep 16

If the fighting starts, I can give you an idea who will be wearing the biggest targets.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Victoria Hill Sep 16

WRONG

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

47Yinzer Sep 16

Why?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Ches Crosbie Sep 16

Your followers will wish to know about the National Citizens Inquiry interim report and press

conference Thursday. The great Dr. McCullough and many other renowned freedom fighters were

witnesses. Your analysis of what he said in Europe is very useful. The point of our interim report was

to make the Canadian public aware that the regulator Health Canada has never made a safety

determination about the Covid vaccines using the traditional objective safety test, and the claim on

their website "proven safe and effective" is a lie. Also see my letter to the Prime Minister:

https://nationalcitizensinquiry.ca/commissioners-report/ The walls are slowly closing in on those who

have destroyed the Canada we thought we knew.

LIKE (12) REPLY (1) SHARE

Laurie Cicinelli Sep 16

Same with the America we thought we knew.
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LuAnne Sep 16

When it comes to dictatorial & constitutional hating politicians like Grisham, I can never figure out if

they're just really stupid or just really evil.

In her case, she never specified how her 30 day ban would actually do anything. She openly admits

criminals don't obey laws. So, what's the point of the ban then? She continually talks about the recent

victims of gun violence but no mention about what actually happened in those situations and who

committed the crimes. Sounding virtuous is more important to her than actually doing anything that

makes sense. What would make real sense is getting off her butt and finding out who these criminals

are and making sure they're prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. But every law abiding NM

citizen knows the do-nothing, criminal loving DA's and court systems churn criminals back out on the

street like a high speed revolving door. And this is where I lean into the evil conclusion. She knows full

well how it all works but twists it to further her real agenda. She's gutless, weak, stupid, and evil.
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RunningLogic Sep 16

I vote stupid AND evil.
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Kim Sep 16

I also ask this question a lot. Stupid or evil? There is certainly evil driving these crazy world right

now. It’s like we are living in the twilight zone. I just can’t decide who has been brainwashed to

believe these crazy narratives and who is truly evil.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Peter GL Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Isn't she a Democrat? Haven't most of them sold their souls to the DEVIL? Indeed the

shining example of one who hasn't is being denied by the party the ability to campaign

against Brandon allowing only Newsom to go around. That's the DNC for you
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SB Sep 16

Either way we’re screwed
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Kenny B Sep 16

Yes, there is a pilot and an ATC shortage. The problem got worse with Obama and his diversity hiring

and lowering the the test score and qualification requirements. FACT! Yes the airlines and my

company are hiring pilots with lower flight time requirements. As are they with little or no experience.

The military pilot bank is empty. As a line pilot, I see this more than ever. It’s not that the new hires are

not capable, it’s just that have very low time and experience..

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

Annie Sep 16

My company pushed bigly the vaxx and now embraces dei. So I work like a vaxxed diversity hire

which = little. They don't appreciate me so screw them.
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Michele Writes Gresham Slaw 21 hrs ago

Hey, having to work can be traumatizing--you have every right to chillax; you're fighting

systemic -isms!
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Tom Sep 16

I have come to learn that sabotage on a massive scale is most easily accomplished when policies

have 2nd / 3rd / nth order effects that are unlikely to be recognized by the masses. This purging of

competent pilots and controllers is a small fraction of the damage that has been done. These events

were foreseeable and intentional.

Biden's Razor: Never attribute to incompetence that which can be sufficiently explained by a

systematic Globalist takedown of Western civilization.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

Chris Bush Sep 16

Well, if we can now crank out nurses in 9 months, start to finish, we must certainly be able to whip out

some air traffic controllers of the same caliber in that time frame, huh? Turbo nurses! Turbo air traffic

controllers!

LIKE (10) REPLY (4) SHARE

Ellen Komorowski Sep 16

Maybe a LPN, but I have never heard of a RN doing only 9 months of school. Two years minimum

to get my RN license. I would really be scared of a nurse who only had 9 months of training. That

being said, there have been some 4 year RN's in my time that scared me with how little they

knew!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Yes most of the RNs I know have been all in on the jabs and masks 

😕

 Just my personal

experience so not saying that’s true of all of them everywhere but I was kind of shocked, or

maybe dismayed is a better term, by how little they seemed to know and by how

unquestioning they were 

😕

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Chris Bush 4 hrs ago

So, yes, LPN/LVN, not RN, 9 months. Sorry it took so long, I couldn't remember where I'd seen

this.

https://www.edsmart.org/fast-track-lpn-programs-online/
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Fred 21 hrs ago

Not RNs, but nurse practitioners, yes. Even scarier.
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devoalan Sep 16

Wait, what? An RN in nine months? Say it ain't so. My bride, retired now had to go to school for

three years.
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Chris Bush Sep 16

Let me find the story/link and I'll share it. Truly mind-boggling.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Marissa Sep 16

Tinfoil hat on at the moment but hear me out. The climate change gods, plandemic paragons,

working in conjunction to cause an artificial shortage of workers in the most carbon producing

industry. No ATC? No pilots? Gotta cut flights for safety. I know, long stretch but I don't put anything

oast them these days.
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devoalan 22 hrs ago

Why we decided to drive up north to visit mom.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Annie Sep 16

I loved Aaron Rodgers's response of go get your 5th booster. I do my best to encourage the zealots to

follow the science and keep getting all and every shot out there. You can do it! 

😉 😄

LIKE (9) REPLY (2) SHARE

Alan Davis Sep 16

I always use #boostharder too. But if spike actually sheds then we are continuously exposed to

their 

💩

 if they keep taking it!
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Yes *they* can!! 

😉 😁

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Annie Sep 16

Flatten the curve. Do it for granny. Oh my! The BS that spewed from this scamdemic. 

😄
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ConcernedGrammy Sep 16

My mask/jab protects you, your mask/jab protects me. Like WTH?? And people

BELIEVE this!!!
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Robin Esau Sep 16

I know SO many people who took the jabs to protect their parents/grandparents. Just

heartbreaking that they were fed that lie.
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Michele Writes Gresham Slaw 21 hrs ago

It is heartbreaking...and yet...some of us with parents/grandparents still did not. I

still puzzle over what made a complier and what made a refuser.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robin Esau 17 hrs ago

Personally, I had already been years into natural approaches to health due to

past negative medical experiences. I had decided if I got sick I would do what

I've always done - take a day or two off to get well and then return to work

and social life.

And...I also found out that I'm kind of a rebel at heart if I'm pressured to

conform. So there's that:)

LIKE REPLY SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

Right???! 

🙄 🤮

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Kat Sienk Writes Health Freedom Nevada Sep 16

This week I learned of two old friends' deaths. One a 52 year old Alaska Airlines flight attendant who

collapsed while on a hike with his young children and the other a 63 year old Alaska Airlines pilot who

died after a one year battle with cancer.

LIKE (8) REPLY (2) SHARE

Annie Sep 16

It's sad. 

😔

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

Horrible 

😞

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Jo Highet Writes Jhigh68 Sep 16

Everyone should follow Josh Yoder from US Freedom Flyers for the alarming data on pilot shortages,

cardiac arrests in flight and yes, deaths. He’s been on the front lines for years now.

https://usfreedomflyers.org/
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Annie Sep 16

I spoke with a person visiting from Australia. I asked him how was it during all the lockdowns there. He

said "He felt they, the government, handled it quite right." I hid my shock and commented that the

news made it seem so much worse. He agreed and was perfectly fine with Australia's covid response.

I knew then he was a branch covidian and fully vaxxed and boostered. He also in the last year had

stage 3 prostate cancer. So no helping the believers.
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stage 3 prostate cancer. So no helping the believers.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

BBS Sep 16

MSM doing a 180 on Biden should be an ear-splitting wake-up call to the everyday Democrat, no

matter how dim-witted or brainwashed they are.

Do they feel used? Humiliated? Stupid? I hope so. Useful idiots, all.

LIKE (7) REPLY (3) SHARE

Alison Smith Sep 16

I don't believe they are smart enough to realize they have been used. They march lockstep with

the current narrative.

LIKE (7) REPLY (2) SHARE

Annie Sep 16

Agree. The discernment needed is not present in most of that group.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

I agree.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Diana Sep 16

These people follow Democratic Party no matter what.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Queen Hotchibobo Sep 16

Not gonna happen. They have the memory of a goldfish.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Diana Sep 16

@JeffChikders, hey when are you going to discuss changes in MO va Biden? The supreme Olito bush

appointee put a stay on the injunction that stopped government from contacting social media except

for terrorist issue etc. Olito said the injunction was too broad and needed a week to see how the court

would handle this. Not using lawyer words here I’m a CPA. But is it not curious this on week stay

happens when Hunter get indicted and Biden is being impeached? Interested to hear your thoughts

since you are the expert here. Supreme Court seems to be neocon biased.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Leskunque Lepew Sep 16

When I grow up....I want to be the NASA

UFO Director.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

SB Sep 16

That’s what I was thinking. Sounds like a Cush job showing up at a few meetings and making

boatloads of money
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K.E. Cronin Writes Humpty Dumpty Legal Missive Sep 16

Gas is inching up towards $7.00 a gallon in CA. If Newsom ever gets a chance to transport his

economic scheme nationwide, we can turn out the lights because we are done.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

ConcernedGrammy Sep 16

My brother-in-law became an air traffic controller when Reagan fired thousands of them for striking.

He just retired in the last couple of years. If the thousands of others are doing the same, I guess that's

how they're blaming it on Reagan. Twisted logic.

LIKE (6) REPLY (2) SHARE

Robin Esau Sep 16

Dem strategy: Whenever you can pin a problem on a Rep, do it.
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ConcernedGrammy Sep 16

That's out of Saul Alinsky's book Rules for Radicals. "Accuse others of what you yourself are

doing to promote chaos and confusion".

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robin Esau 23 hrs ago

Such an evil man!
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Nothing is ever their fault!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Annie Sep 16

It's always someone else or something others fault. #ABV.
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OnTheJump Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

"We are grateful to Dr. McCullough and all the selfless and heroic work he’s done over the last few

years."

INDEED !

Excellent speech from Dr. McCullough - I understand Christine Anderson, MP in the European

Parliament, delivered a heck of a speech there as well, last week ...... unable to locate a link. Any

chance someone might have one ?? Have a good weekend, All!

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Penny North 22 hrs ago

I just posted it for you in the C&C chat group on Telegram. I couldn’t make a link.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

OnTheJump 15 hrs ago

Thank you so much, Penny North !

I am searching for it now, in the group of 2800 members?

Hope to locate.....

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

OnTheJump 15 hrs ago

I did indeed locate it, again, thank you so much !

Have a great Sunday!
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Concerned Doctor Sep 16

Yep. They're setting us up. The experts will start attributing vax side effects to the virus, not the

shots. In fact, it's already happening.

Meanwhile, I'm terrified. My colleagues can make their own choices but I'm so worried that a sudden

and unexpected death will afflict a close family member or friend. It's a matter of time now. They all

want the booster and I've given up trying to talk them out of it. I'm at peace knowing that my double

dosed (in Jan '21) self and my husband, and our unvaxxed child, should be safe.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Flippin’ Jersey Sep 16

Hold on a second, do you honestly believe the Russians and Chinese developed hypersonic weapons

and we didn’t? The Chinese don’t develop shit without stealing technology and engineering from the

US and neither do the Russians. DARPA, et al. just keep these systems under wraps. Why let our

enemies know our capabilities? Let them think we are outgunned.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Satan's Doorknob Writes Satan's’s Doorknob Sep 16

Blood clots are not only caused by mRNA "vaccines." For those interested, there's an all-natural

substance in our bodies that makes blood clots very difficult to break down and is thought to play a

role in atherogenesis ("heart disease"). TL;DR: Perversely, it may have been an evolutionary

adaptation to compensate for lack of Vitamin C in the diet (severe lack of which has, among other

symptoms, the risk of bleeding to death). Lp(a) is essentially a mutated form of LDL which is

"designed" to arrive at damaged arterial areas and help produce a durable clot. So according to some

doctors (e.g. Kendrick and the work he cites) "cholesterol" or more specifically LDL may indeed be

"bad," but its mechanism of injury is quite different from the still-dogmatic view of the progression of

atherosclerosis. Indeed, normal LDL may have been wrongly accused, simply because it's found in

analyses of plaques (artery clots). What was fingered as LDL may actually be Lp(a).

Many doctors don't even know about lp(a). It can be but is rarely tested for, possibly because there

are no effective treatments to reduce its level.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lipoprotein(a)
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Kim Sep 16

The gene that causes high LpA runs in our family. My daughter was diagnosed with it when she

was only 9. My husband and I have not been tested yet but my husband does have high

cholesterol. Cholesterol is actually good to have as we need it to be healthy. But never fear, the

cardiologist says there’s a new med for that. Ugh.

LIKE (7) REPLY (2) SHARE

Alison Smith Sep 16

We need cholesterol to coat the nerves in our brain and keep them functioning properly.

Low cholesterol can cause Alzheimer's disease.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kim Sep 16

Yes, exactly! My husband and daughter are on statins. I keep trying to educate my

husband about this. He’s starting to get it. My daughter takes an extremely low dose of

statin 5 days a week. I am working with her doctor to get her off of it altogether. At her

last appointment I asked a lot of questions and specifically asked about natural ways of

treating it. She anticipated that question and did recommend Cholestoff, but only

because I asked. She is taking it now. We will see how it goes in a couple of months.

She eats a very clean diet and all numbers are in the normal range except LpA. The

goal is NO meds at all.

LIKE (2) REPLY (6) SHARE

Alison Smith Sep 16

I've found that beans and legumes act like a sponge to get cholesterol out the of

your system. This doctor says to eat beans/legumes 5 days a week for a month

and then get your blood re-tested.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kim Sep 16

Yes, and my daughter loves them. But they are not low fodmap and she has

dietary restrictions.
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TDawg Sep 16

Check out Preppernutrients.com for all natural powders. Fruits, veggies,

mushrooms, teas, tisanes, etc. Wonderful and amazing Christian people. They are

natures FDA! Tell Vincent TDawg sent ya. I got off my statins and feel much better!

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

Kim Sep 16

This is great info! Thanks!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Michele Writes Gresham Slaw 21 hrs ago

Looks great, thanks!
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Robin Esau Sep 16

Dr. Aseem Malhotra, cardiologist from Britain, gives the best info on cholesterol

and statins:

https://rumble.com/v2luwoe-cardiologist-on-the-over-prescribing-of-statins-for-

heart-disease.html

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Emumundo 15 hrs ago

Anyone who takes statins should also take CoQ10 as statins deplete this in your

body. When statins first came on the market patients were told to supplement by

their doctors but it somehow got lost in the guidelines. Feed your brain!
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Mcgeehee 8 hrs ago

After a couple years on Zocor, my wife went to see a Naturopath some 20 years

ago. The first thing he told her was to stop taking Zocor … immediately; no need to

wean off it.

We threw it out that day and never looked back. That was 20 years ago and while

every doc we’ve seen since has warned her of her high (total) cholesterol, ~260,

she’s now pushing 70 and in perfect health, w/o statins. Sorry, I don’t remember

the dosage.

He cited medical books he used while going through training in the 60’s which

said cholesterol did not even garner attention until it exceeded 350.

Industry, not science, lowered the “danger zone” to 200.
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Fred 20 hrs ago · edited 20 hrs ago

Keep us posted. VId child finally doing well on strict keto. Waiting to check lipids

for a couple more months.
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Kim 20 hrs ago

When we realized she reacted to gluten, we were advised by a functional

doctor to go gluten free and low fodmap. Instant success! Her numbers are

normal now except for LpA. It’s extremely high. But having done a little

reading, I see that LpA can go up while on atorvastatin. But atorvastatin is

recommended when LpA is high, even if you don’t have high cholesterol.

???!!! I’m pushing hard to get her off of it.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Fred 19 hrs ago

There are studies that showed reduction in all cause mortality, and better

outcomes in strokes regardless of chol levels with statin use. Need to go

back and look at those studies with a fresh eye.
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Fred 19 hrs ago

Keep me posted! Good stuff!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Peter GL Sep 16

Of course the cardiologist would say there is a new med for that. He spends his time being

courted by the Pharma reps pushing their poison and offering kickbacks for all the

prescriptions he writes
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Kim Sep 16

Exactly. We won’t be taking that new drug. Functional doctors are the way we will be

going as much as possible.
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Peter GL Sep 16

My grandmother in law who passed in 1985 was told by her doctor not to use olive

oil and used margarine instead (yes the doctors used to say such stupidities. My

paternal Grandfather who passed in 1964 had been told by his doctor to have a

shot of EVOO from his olive trees every day. Difference between big city doctor

and old style country doctor
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Kim Sep 16

Yep. I know doctors spend a lot of time in school, but they are learning from

Big Pharma. I’ve learned so much since 2020 and so much info is out now

about a natural approach to HEALING, I can’t trust the medical “experts”. I’ve

learned that God has already created the cure and we just have to get past

those expert opinions and do our own research in order to heal.
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Interesting! Thanks for sharing this!
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Fred 20 hrs ago

Yep; read the various results of the PURE study. I like the saturated fat for stroke prevention! 

😉
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Crixcyon Sep 16

Providence hospital systems has made the new mRNA poison injection mandatory for workers. Will

there be pushback or more bowing to the mandates? This is a more important issue.
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Politico Phil Sep 16

They backed down. Now it's a "suggestion".
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Annie Sep 16

Yeah. And our collective suggestion should be to go F themselves! Actually, all attempts

should be made to bud lite them out of business. They have shown they are not real medical

professionals and do not have their employees, their patients and the communities they

serve best interests at the forefront. They serve tptb and the narrative.
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Based Florida Man Sep 16

^^^ This is the way. We should start picketing these places too.
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devoalan Sep 16

They serve the purse, which the feds have generously fattened with your cash money.
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Peter GL Sep 16

probably now that they have everyone double vaccinated and boosted, they can safely

make it a suggestion
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William H Warrick III MD 22 hrs ago

Attempted Assassination of RFK Jr prevented by his Security Detail. Biden refuses to give him Secret

Service Protection. Democrats don't care.

https://theduran.locals.com/post/4590549/attempted-assassination-of-rfk-jr-stopped-by-his-

security-detail-biden-refuses-to-give-him-secret
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Fred 19 hrs ago

Wow! Not surprised, but wow! 

😡
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Francis Keays Sep 16

I have an acquaintance that retired less than 3 years ago from being an ATC. The reason she cites is

because a co-worker was successfully sued by the family of a dead small aircraft pilot. The co-

worker followed the FAA/ATC rule book to the letter in trying to notify the pilot that they were in a

dangerous situation and how to get out of that situation. Unfortunately the pilot was unresponsive

and the plane crashed. The co-worker had his life ruined and the FAA did not support him during the

lawsuit. She saw the writing on the wall and decided to retire years before she wanted to. She is living

a much less stressful life now.
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FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain Sep 16

You see Lujan Grisham's crazy eyes? They all seem to have that look, don't they?

I think these people are severely brainwashed. They look just like cult members.
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Paula Mitchell Sep 16

Governor Newsom is infinitely worse than Biden, God help us all if he becomes the nominee. After 58

years, a California native, we had to flee.
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M. Dowrick Sep 16

Does anyone else have the sense that these covid jabs cause some sort of inability to think clearly?

An example might be the Governor of New Mexico’s recent decision to ban residents from carrying

their legal firearm. She did this despite our very clear constitution.
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Peter GL Sep 16

I would say the inability to think clearly was there and exacerbated with the covid jabs
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Michele Writes Gresham Slaw 21 hrs ago

It was a test, even tho she is an incomp. It was to see just who will enforce or not. I.e., which

sheriffs, etc., to replace.
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Gelso Sep 16

The talk about aliens is not random. There are a lot of Pastors and Christians that believe “aliens” are

really just demonic entities. Pastor Jack Hibbs recently spoke about how the book of Revelation talks

about the massive outpouring of demons on the earth during the tribulation. He speaks of how in the

days of Noah the earth was inhabited by fallen angels and their offspring with human women. In

Revelation it says the end days will be like the days of Noah and the days of Lot. The are setting up

the worship of aliens as a new religion. He has clips of “experts” talking about how you can

experience these aliens by opening yourself up to them. Essentially, summoning demons and being

possessed by them. The last days are supposed to be filled with deception and there will be a great

lie that will fool the whole world. Aliens could be that deception. They could also blame aliens for the

Rapture of the Church.

https://youtu.be/Xhh8Xmq927o?si=DLj008zpvQjl3Uia

https://youtu.be/NoTFH_C9jQw?si=X4fsL_lAlhCXAKlO

https://youtu.be/KtWDMwQDytI?si=2dOlZffSIs4V16I_

https://youtu.be/OyhKobtMoec?si=Aw2-igWZL_7nlt1h

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Michele Writes Gresham Slaw 21 hrs ago

Thanks for this. I have loooong argued: why does everyone assume an alien is going to be a) a

physical being (versus a thought form, or an emotion, or a compulsion) and b) roughly in the

shape of a human? It just seems a failure of imagination or curiosity to limit the idea this way. I

have slowly been coming around to this idea here--that the demonic is alien, that the alien is

demonic. I think also that a large part of the numbing and dumbing of the populace is part of the

agenda--to make people so spiritually, emotionally, intellectually weak that they open up to anti-

life, anti-divine, and let it take hold.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

HLG Sep 16

I believe the reason that only a small percentage of the vaccine batches are causing the majority of

the adverse effects is because those were the batches that were handled "properly" meaning that

they were manufactured correctly and maintained at the correct temperature up the point of delivery.

That is to say, the vaccine batches that kill are the "good" ones. It's only because these things are so

hard to manufacture and preserve that we didn't have a genocide.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

Alison Smith Sep 16

I believe the reason is that there were different batches with differing amounts of mRNA,

because the world population was the clinical trial. That is why people had to go back to the

original site of shot #1 in order to get shot #2. There has never been a vaccine where you have to

go back to the very same location to get a booster. Somewhere online is a list of batch #s and

their corresponding 3 of vax injuries.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

Good point about having to go back to the same location.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Peter GL Sep 16

wouldn't we then have clusters of adverse effects?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Fred 20 hrs ago

Long ago, I think in the DPT age, the pharm’s were instructed (?) to send only limited doses

of the same batch lots to any one location. Prompted by a bunch of deaths in one of our

southern states (AL?). Same here, I’d guess.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Andrea Leshok Sep 16

Monthly python and the holy grail is my favorite! Best way to start a blog!

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Jeff Witzeman Films Sep 16

I would be cautious in lauding McCullough. The way to judge an individual is not only in what they say,

but what they don't say. He never has called for an end to the criminal mandatory vaccine schedule

for children of 72 vaccines. He has not called out the fraud of the clinical trial system which labels

adverse effects as a "noncompliant individual." Peter wants it both ways. He's a stay in the matrix

guy. I don't trust anyone who tells me to stay in the matrix.

LIKE (4) REPLY (5) SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

Fair point but I also think that sometimes it’s better not to dilute or distract by going after too

many things at once. I think that’s why most revolutions fail, they try to change too much at one

time and it simply doesn’t stick. It’s frustrating but incremental slower changes are usually the

most long lasting and have fewer unforeseen adverse consequences.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Jeff Witzeman Films Sep 16

I hear you, but a year from now everyone will realize the futility of trying to argue for a better

form of slavery. The only voice that will last in the next few years is the one that speaks truth

rather than compromise.
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Marilynne Martin Sep 16

I think I have heard him soften on vaccine schedule for kids. An example is here where

he relates the rise in autism to vaccines

https://petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/concordance-between-prior-cases-of?

r=14jb45

I think Running Logic is correct. many of these doctors, never thought to question it.

But Covid, which shut many doctors down for a while, has given them time and pause

to look into it. Once you do - its hard to go back and believe any of the nonsense that

vaccines saves lives.
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RunningLogic Sep 16

I don’t look at it that way, I look at it as taking steps towards *less* slavery. We get a

level of acceptance about the Covid jabs, then go after the vaccine schedule. And

since the Covid jabs are noted as recommended for children on the vaccine schedule

by many health departments, we will be able to start with that to question the entire

rest of the schedule.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Johnny Be Real Sep 16

I understand your point. On the other hand it may not be nefarious.

Strategically it’s usually best to keep messaging to as narrow a scope as possible with the end

goal in mind. Other “experts” can field other topics and create a collective of information sources

with more credibility.

One person cannot do it all, ever, on any topic.
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CaplT 22 hrs ago

McCollough is a cardiologist.

He was ejected from Baylor early on for his early, lone voice in the desert and for his successful

early treatment on covid patients - Multi faceted treatment including with ivermectin.

He is sticking to cardiology and mostly the effect of this “vaccine,” having learned the hard way

to stick to facts and not as much “anecdotals,” to reduce his target area.

He lost a lot 2020-2021, including his livelihood and research, had to pay for his own legal

defense. McCollough has cobbled together sources of income since he can’t practice his

specialty.

If he is speaking from his specialty he should not be blamed for not covering the whole spectrum

of why is wrong with medicine today.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Fred 20 hrs ago

🎯

! “reduce his target area” 

💯

! May I use that?
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Annie Sep 16

I think he is controlled opposition.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Fred 20 hrs ago

He has come right out and stated that the childhood vac regimen is likely responsible for the

surge in autism. He walking a fine line of trying to reach as many disbelievers as possible and not

be completely discredited. The L can’t be told anything; it’s like a kid; give them pieces of info

and when the wake up, let them think it was their idea all along.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

—“one, even worse than forgetting he put the baby in the pickup truck’s bed for a second, and then

driving off, then multiply that idiotic moment times a hundred.”

🤣 🤣 🤣

—“throwing money around faster than Hunter Biden at a Ukrainian strip club. If that’s possible.”

🤣 🤣 🤣

—“The federal government uses a definition of “transparency” with which I am unfamiliar.”

Every day is Opposite Day with the government 

🙄

Love how they’re blaming Reagan for what was done about 40 years ago for what’s happening with

the controllers and pilots now 

🙄 🙄 🙄

Bravo Dr McCullough!!! 

👏 👏 👏

 Excellent presentation! It is heartening that people like him are

getting the chance to speak in official settings like these. Hopefully more people will wake up!

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Peter GL Sep 16

here is another oxymoron for next time: "military intelligence"

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

Right??

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Sam 22 hrs ago

So congress is looking for ways to hire more air controllers and pilots? Funny then when they got the

chance to allow airlines to bring back unjabbed pilots they voted against it. This was after the world

knew that the jabs didn’t offer protection. Effing hypocrites.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Fred 23 hrs ago

My response to Natalie is buried, and with all the other good stuff here in the comments, wanted to

bring this to the front in case anyone else is equally as naive. Friend just had an eye opener. All
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bring this to the front in case anyone else is equally as naive. Friend just had an eye opener. All

printers require a software download, and in order to scan *anything,* you also have to connect to the

internet and allow HP access. Denied HP access and never used it to scan. Had a problem with the

printer from day one and ultimately only received part of her $ back. Found that she could print a

(barely readable) document in color. The issue: when she tried again, HP had remotely disabled the

printer. Had never connected it to WiFi. H P used a back door approach through her computer? IDK,

but want to bet there are “trigger” words that get HP and govt attention? She had printed totally

mundane stuff, but clearly, the printer was being monitored remotely. Even those of us with

absolutely nothing to hide should be concerned.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

redpilled69 Sep 16

Educated group here, so many of you probably already know how clinical trials work.... regarding "He

said the studies are showing that somewhere between 4% and 7% of the jab batches account for

almost all officially-recognized jab injuries. So, with regard to the recognized domains of injury,

there’s a good chance that any particular person got a safe batch with no reported injuries at all

(about a third) or even more likely, a batch with only very rare injuries (all the rest)."

It was theorized early on (maybe by Yeadon) that the population was part of a dose ranging trial.

Dose ranging is normally done in Phase I (occasionally early Phase 2). "The phase I dose-finding

study is usually the first trial in human subjects and has the goals of evaluating the safety of the

tested drug, finding the maximum tolerated dose (MTD), and identifying a recommended dose (RD)

for subsequent trials. " [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5573988/]

Based on sporadic conspiracy theory case reports on saline with specific lot numbers, along with

HowBadIsMyBatch as well as Dr McCullough's work... sure looks like the world population was the

dose ranging trial.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Ahmed Sep 16

“She threw in the dictatorial towel, hanging on to a tiny scrap of her gun ban to save face.”

Too late. She showed everyone who she is and what she wants. New Mexicans let it slide and keep

her deserve everything they get hereafter.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Billy Bob Sep 16

Maybe they could take some of the 40,000 people they wanted to hire for the IRS and make them air

traffic controllers!

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Curtis Sep 16

I’ll donate money to fighting NM unconstitutional mandate and lawsuits against their sell out governor

if you know of anyone or honest organization fighting it?

Don’t give one inch! Parks and playgrounds need protecting too.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Guy Surdi Sep 16

Thank you Jeff for putting out C&C. In line with the safety for human life, I think it would be very

important to start a conversation on what are the effects on individuals who are not jabbed that are

intimate or around someone who is jabbed.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Fred 20 hrs ago

I think the science (lawdy, I hate that word!) is there for intimate contact. I still ? other close

contact.
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Frieda Spyder Writes Frieda’s Newsletter Sep 16

Yet another baffling death,

Tragic end to search for missing medical student

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYXmdjFpp00

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

John A George Sep 16

Yes indeed, baffling!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Buzz Sep 16

I was told by a multi-decades of experience ATC years before Covid that the current crop of ATCs

was pitiful. To the point where he refuses to fly.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Kenny B Sep 16

Just saw this on the “War Room” cyron NIH destroying records of “COVID” 19 documents.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Annie Sep 16

CYA big time.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

JK Sep 16

The Worker shortages Healthcare and Airline workers to name a couple were part of the US

Government Scamdemic. $55 Billion to dirty ukraine all while our US Borders are unprotected, and

recently $10 billion to Iran ? Divide and Conquer

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Peter GL Sep 16

of bankrupt and conquer
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Debra S Heard Sep 16

https://www.bitchute.com/video/qvNoBu2E0jph/ Ask why the Obama's gay stuff is coming out now,

when most people know about it a while back. This trans and gay stuff has been put in place to

normalize it. We have a bad president now, just wait until we get a trans president - Michelle Obama,

and then Newsom as Vice President.

LIKE (3) REPLY (3) SHARE

Peter GL Sep 16

They wouldn't dare report ANYTHING negative against the first black president. He was the

darling of the left, much like we now have his VP as resident in the WH and the cackler as first

female VP

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Fred 20 hrs ago

My worst fear…

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Fred HH Sep 16

So you're saying she attended Princeton as Michelle but was actually male?

Good grief.
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Marilynne Martin Sep 16

"How did this happen? How did we get so far behind?"

We didn't. It is the narrative they want to sell you as they bring us down. Don't believe a word of it.

Just look at what our weapons did to Maui.

They are ALL working together - the US, China and Russia - to bring in the New World Order. This is

just a show. We are most likely going to be invaded and/or bombed in the next decade, so they have

to float the narrative we are behind.

Regarding, the air traffic controller and pilots - that also feeds into their plans. The plan is to eliminate

air travel by 2030. It was outlined in a UK document called Absolute Zero, page 6 states for Flying

2020-2029 - All airports except Heathrow, Glasgow and Belfast close with transfers by rail

2030-2049- All remaining airports close

2050 and beyond - Electric planes may fly with synthetic fuel once there are excess non-emitting

electricity supplies

https://ukfires.org/impact/publications/reports/absolute-zero/

France has already banned short haul flights in their nation.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-65687665

Mobility will be controlled. There is nowhere to escape this time. This is a GLOBAL plan. They are ALL

working together. Remember that the predictions for 2030 by the WEF included that the US would no

longer be a superpower but share that power with others through the UN. Agenda 21.

Why do you think we had two demented old men running for president (Trump and Biden)? So the

world can get used to the United States not be a power to be afraid of, that's why.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Just to clarify, France has not banned *all* short haul flights, just domestic flights where there is

a train alternative of a certain length of time available. Still not good (and they are pushing for

more—a four hour train ride as opposed to a two and a half hour one—but had to actually walk

back initial proposals). But we need to make sure we don’t engage in hyperbole either.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Marilynne Martin Sep 16

Yes you are correct, but I said "in their nation" meaning domestic flights. Thanks for making

it clear.

I can not find the news where they walked it back, so if you have a link, pls post it.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

From the link you posted:

France has banned domestic short-haul flights where train alternatives exist, in a bid to

cut carbon emissions.

The law came into force two years after lawmakers had voted to end routes where the

same journey could be made by train in under two-and-a-half hours.

…

had proposed scrapping plane journeys where train journeys of under four hours

existed.

…

But this was reduced to two-and-a-half hours after objections from some regions, as

well as the airline Air France-KLM.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Yes it’s domestic flights as you noted but NOT *all* domestic flights.

Only domestic flights where train alternatives of a certain duration exist.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Marilynne Martin Sep 16

Returning to my original post, I did not state they banned "all" domestic flights -

my post reads "France has already banned short haul flights in their nation"

short haul.

I also did not say it was 4 hours, I gave the link that said 2 1/2 hours. So the May

2023 news reports appear to be the latest - correct? I thought your post was

suggesting that the May 2023 reports changed.

So I wasn't engaging in "hyperbole".

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

You are correct but I was going by what was in your post. The headline of the

article you linked to and that sentence in your post made it sound to me like

all short haul flights were banned, when it was only a specific subgroup of

them. I guess it’s a difference of perception. Many people won’t bother to

click on the link to get the exact information, so personally I feel that it’s best

to include the relevant information in the post. Short haul is pretty vague and

adding that additional information would’ve been helpful and clearer imo. But

that’s just my take. I didn’t mean for it to sound like an attack, I just thought a

little clarification would be good 

🤷

LIKE REPLY SHARE

devoalan 22 hrs ago

No. Not even close. First, putin will never be a part of that. As trump wasn't going to be either. So

yeah, I don't think so.
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Renea Buchholz Sep 16

Govt. Transparency 

😂 😂

Like my Westfalia windshield, with just enough rain and a whole tribe of bugs being sloshed back and

forth by crappy wipers.. 

🤣

P.s. my husband is picking me up a new pair
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devoalan Sep 16

A westfalia! That's a rare bird!
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Renea Buchholz Sep 16

There are few around here. Mine is an 85. Name is Hengst

😏
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Love this comparison!! 

🤣 😆
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Timothy K Sep 16

Back in the day my large company created a database of who was vaccinated and who was not. Now

that this is “past” us, what are your thoughts on this database? Is it moot or should the non

vaccinated be concerned at all?
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Alison Smith Sep 16

I believe it goes against HIPA and should be destroyed.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Michele Writes Gresham Slaw 21 hrs ago

No doubt they are flipping the script on that database and now using it to lobby for lower rates

from insurers based on # of unjabbed.

LOL not LOL, that whole explosion of wait, what? All of a sudden we are talking about medical

information that NEVER used to be anyone's business? That shit blew me away. I guess I was

never scared enough of the coof to feel like my jab or non-jab stats was anyone else's business,

and I certainly didn't care about theirs (although I have been shed on, which is no fun, but

nonetheless, I don't live in fear). All those incompetent HR minions and their patronizing

judgement of me for my religious exemption...

It's not past. I'm of the never forget, never forgive tribe, myself.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Lisa Writes Lisa’s Substack Sep 16

Great post. Thank-you for sharing.
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rolandttg Sep 16

Listened to this yesterday. Sarah Westerphal interviewing Jan Halper

https://sunnysjournal.com/2023/09/10/sarah-westall-is-the-american-public-ready-for-the-change-

coming-w-dr-jan-halper-hayes/

At the 43 minute mark, she says something that was exactly what we heard Juan O Savin say a few

weeks ago, about a fiction book by A J Tata , Double Crossfire, that is a thinly veiled expose of The

Plan. Both said there are only 6-8 White Hats who know the entire plan, and he is one of them. I

bought the book and am reading it now.

For what it's worth.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kim Sep 16

Hmm, that book is currently unavailable on Amazon...and it’s Kindle, not hardback.
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N Springer 23 hrs ago

I can’t buy it through the Amazon app, but it’s available on my Kindle. It’s actually the 6th

book in a series.
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Kim 23 hrs ago

Thanks!
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Kathy McCullough Writes Kathy’s Newsletter 17 hrs ago

I respect Dr. McCullough and I have supported him heartily. However, he pushed Remdesivir and

Paxlovid. Dr. Ardis called him on it. Dr McCullough is not a God and he needs to apologize and

acknowledge that other experts might know something he doesn’t. I flew with pilots with gigantic

egos - it’s dangerous. You can’t let fame go to your head.
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Laurie Cicinelli Sep 16

It is widely rumored in this state, (Michigan), that our lovely, (and I say this term as loosely as

possible), Governor Whitmer is in line for the VP part of a Newsom ticket. I am now leery about any

rumors or leaks put out there, as information. The Left seems to control the narrative and are very

good at controlling what goes out. I almost believe nothing any longer.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Fred 20 hrs ago

It’s a psyop; make us think it’s the ever unpopular Newsome and insert MO when it’s too late to

have a primary. RFK might accidentally win!

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Fred 19 hrs ago

If he survives. Just saw the post on the arrest in LA.
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Lorita Sep 16

Youtube video of Dr David Martin, also at the EU Parliament, with PROOF that covid was planned way

in advance. Planned in advance by a world wide criminal cartel, proof from their own documentation.

For profit and for murder. Pray that the information goes viral and that eyes and ears would be open,

at last. Be blessed friends.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Howling for Harmony Writes Dogs - Our Best Friends Sep 16

With respect to the 4 - 7% of the shots given, what about the "1 out of 3 shots were placebos" story

that was out last month????? Wasn't that a Danish study that proved placebos were given?

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Truthseeker Sep 16

I have a lot of respect for the people who had a platform to use and they used it it TO HOLD THE LINE

on this whole vaccine debacle.

To all the HEROS. Thank you for your courage.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

WP William Sep 16

As a recovering Damnocrat i propose a historic 2024 inverted ticket; "Harris-Biden 24! NOW She's

Got What It Takes!" The former Vice Pres can go back to his previously lucrative and non-scrutinized

position as VP where he can be comfortable in his incoherence, and CowMala, after 4 years of

tutelage and mentoring can drive the EV Bus (right off the cliff) and get us into a new ERA.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

On the alien thing... I have been a serious amateur astronomer for 20+ years and watched the sky for

over half a century. In those thousands of hours, I have never once seen something that could be be

explained. I'm not saying aliens do not exist; I'm just saying I have never seen one and I sure am

outside a lot at night, looking at the sky.

Once in Sedona (yeah, yeah, I know) I saw a light in the eastern sky near sunrise that I could not

identify. I know the stars and planets and knew that was not one. It was as bright as Venus. Then, it

suddenly disappeared. Did some research and found that he International Space Station had been in

the area. Likely sun reflecting off the solar panels.

I will not believe in aliens until I have absolute proof, which of course is not based on the word of our

government.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

You mean you haven’t accepted the alien Feinstein/Schumer lookalike mummies as proof?? 

😛

😬

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain 21 hrs ago

LOL!! I missed that one! Absolutely!!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

RunningLogic 21 hrs ago

That was a hoot reading Jeff’s take on it in the round up yesterday 

😁
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WP William Sep 16

McCullough's presentation is great; however the VAXX designers know all of this and more, they have

decades of work and unreleased data that illustrates the damaging effects of their poisons. This is

what science-based Elitist Open Warfare upon humanity looks like, to reduce it down to mere

ignorance, willful harm or negligence to gain massive profits etc is to DENY the horrific reality of EVIL

and Depravity and glee that the perpetrators have unleashed and remorseless unending push that

Continues to be made to administer the poisons upon infants, pregnant women, and ALL of us as

there IS ZERO consequence to the Criminals doing so. IT CONTINUES and is mainstreamed as

Normal and Healthy and Safe for everyone with few exceptions--so what if Florida Gvt. disapproves

of it, have they STOPPED it???

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lily 23 hrs ago

Yes; in one word, it is EVIL we are dealing with, and up against, and yet even though Dr

McCullough surely knows that, he can’t come out and say it because the majority of world isn’t

ready to hear or accept that. He would lose credibility to use the word evil which is the most

correct word for the WHO, Gates, and everyone else he calls out by name. He does a good job of

making it clear and stops just short of calling them evil, which they deserve. From our point of

view it’s so easy to see, but we are probably only about 25 percent of the world who can see this

evil so clearly right now. more and more people will have the veil lifted and in the end, good wins.

I regretted speaking out early about this evil because my own family still doesn’t even believe

me, but I think i probably changed one mind or opened one person’s eyes, so that was worth it. I

think I planted seeds in my family that will help them, when their time comes to see.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

WP William 4 hrs ago

One would think the harvest of hearts, minds, and souls on behalf of GOOD would be

massive and easy with the harsh hateful forces openly preying upon humanity at so many

levels all around us....Normalization of Evil and New Normal of the Global Cult-Hive

Construct with full on Manipulation of media and culture, perception, and herd response,

and just plain Denial and Duck and Cover reflex are puzzling but must be quite effective.

Still, many can be pulled out of Darkness

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Cheeky NonGMO Sep 16

If I had taken the jabs and knew I had weeks to live because of these monsters, I would make it my

mission to get revenge on at least one of the people responsible. They would have nothing to lose

and the world would be a slightly better place. Dr. A has a list of I believe 24 options.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Lynn Pine Sep 16

Dr. McCullough: "These cardiac arrests are due to the COVID-19 vaccine UNTIL PROVEN

OTHERWISE." Let's hope the EU Parliament takes these words to heart.
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Gaye Sep 16

Regarding NASA’s new commitment to honesty: “The federal government uses a definition of

‘transparency’ with which I am unfamiliar.” Marxists employ linguistic tricks. As James Lindsay says,

“Communists share your vocabulary but they don’t share your dictionary.”

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

LuAnne Sep 16

Thanks Jeff, for that air traffic controller bit! I gave up flying back in the mask days and because of

the huge increase in delays & cancelations but my adult kids recently decided our family Christmas

would be held on a cruise ship even though they know full well I hate both air travel AND cruise ships.

They're using the excuse that their father & I have selected the locations in past years (always within

reasonable driving distance!) and now it's their turn to pick the destination and they want something

tropical & warm. So, now I have to make air travel arrangements to get from Texas to Miami and back.

Ugh.
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All That Jazz Sep 16

We have to travel from Washington state to Florida to see our grandbabies. We have tickets for

February. Trying not to panic...
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Jean Sep 16

I'd just drive.
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LuAnne Sep 16

Yep. Seriously considering this option now. It will mean boarding my dogs longer than I

prefer. We have a wonderful boarding place but I don't like leaving them there for too long.
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Vonu Sep 16

Based on what little I've heard about the TSMC fab being built in Phoenix, they are delaying its

opening because of a severe lack of talented people to staff it. Maybe Governor Lujan should attempt

to recruit some of the people working in TSMC's fabs in Taiwan to return with her to the states with

work visa that will remain valid as long as they remain in semiconductor manufacturing, since there

are several domestically-owned fabs being built that will have the same problem in Texas and

Arizona.
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Alan Davis Sep 16

‘We are winning the mind war.’ Sure wish the biggest cheerleader of Operation Warp Speed

understood what Dr McCullough explained there! 4 main domains of harm and more to come yet they

keep injecting spike! And Trump still brags. Clueless!

Sure hope people can find ways to detox from spike.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Peter GL Sep 16

Hold on a second: doesn't the Constitution guarantee separation of Church and State? How can the

reading of the Constitution prevent the Leander ISD school children from maintaining a neutrality,

especially when they have removed any and all references to religion from the classes and curricula?

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Alison Smith Sep 16

I just got into an argument on social media about a school board candidate who is a professed

Christian (gasp) and this one lady had her knickers in a bunch about the "separation of church

and state." She feels that anyone who is "religious" should be barred from running for public

office. This is how ignorant most of the populace is.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

Michele Writes Gresham Slaw 21 hrs ago

People are weird. That is the dumbest logic. Wonder how that person would feel about a

Hindu or Muslim or Hopi on the school board?

It is like the whole "well, you are not wearing a mask, not jabbed, and not

testing...THEREFORE YOU HAVE SARS Cov-2 AND ARE CONTAGIOUS."

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Alison Smith 20 hrs ago

I believe people are much more anti-Christian than any other religion. A Hindu probably

would be ok with them. People are so stuck in their own sin, and I think they know it

subconsciously, that is why they hate Christians.
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Michele Writes Gresham Slaw 20 hrs ago

I think you are right. Where I used to work (blue-state university), Christianity was

regarded as equal to white-supremacist and sexist and anti-The-Science (TM)

bigotry (if the believer was white), OR as a necessary binkie of superstition for Our

Dear Intellectually Not-QUITE-As-Advanced Southern Black Or Latino Friends

(noble savages, all!). I never understood the racism of lefties until I witnessed

these attitudes in action.
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Peter GL Sep 16

Yet these very same people "worship" at the altar of everything "anti-Christian"
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Laurie Cicinelli Sep 16

The Constitution does not have the wording of Separation of Church and State. That now

enshrined belief was brought up in a letter written by Thomas Jefferson, who did not want to see

a “Church State” or in effect a State Church chosen by government. The Constitution guarantees

the right to worship freely and your choice without government interference.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Peter GL Sep 16

thank you for the correction! This just goes to prove why distributing the Constitution is

NEEDED
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T Kosse Sep 16

Wow. McCullough’s talk was powerful!
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Hannahlehigh Sep 16

Dr McCullough is awesome and did anyone watch Dr David Martin speak in the UK, wow, he knocked

it outta the park. Hopefully these men and many more are finally waking the masses so this tyranny

never happens again. My sad question is though, "how many of us will be left" to wake up? I tried to

share an important news article on FB the other day, guess what, Canadians are not allowed to post

news on that site, I can't believe this has happened, welcome to China. Im happy the gun ban failed,

thank God. She should stay away from America, she's anti- freedom. Newsom is such a loathed

human being, we all know what would happen if God forbid he ever became president, he'd make

Biden look like a walk in the park. Thanks Jeff for my week-end news.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Boflys Sep 16

Also conservatives should be careful to stick to facts. We have no need to make assumptions, these

progressive morons do enough in the open for that.

Weapons systems aren’t invented and produced in 3 years. Maybe not even 6 years for advanced

stuff. Biden is an idiot an Gen Miley is a oath breaking traitor. But pinning the missile problem on them

isn’t right. It was probably around Obama tenure that this should have been addressed.
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Indrek Sarapuu Sep 16

Great C&C today!

I have watched the Dr. M. video twice now, and have shared around.

Now I need to look up the Aaron/Keith "interview".

Words cannot express my extreme dislike of KO...
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Timothy K Sep 16

Assuming people can find out their batching, Is it possible to get a listing of the problem batches to

send to people to cross reference?
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Based Florida Man Sep 16

Seems https://howbad.info/ is that best for batch lookups.
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Kim Sep 16

And there is the answer to my previous question
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Peace Sep 16

BFM - Do you know if the batches are all sent to the same location, or is any one batch sent

out to multiple locations so that the ensuing damages are spread out and not as noticeable?

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Fred 20 hrs ago

Definitely sent out small numbers of each batch for just this purpose. Have done that

for years since there was a cluster of deaths, I think after one of the DPT versions.

(AL?)
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CaplT 22 hrs ago

Howbad uses VAERS data.
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GERALD WILLIAMS Sep 16

President Reagan once called the Soviet Union "the Evil Empire".

My, how things have changed. More War please.......feed the MIC .
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Peter GL Sep 16

yet he never actually waged a hot war against the USSR. He simply outspent them and brought

them to their knees. The only "hot war" he actually initiated was against Granada. Naturally the

MSM had a field day that he went to sleep, telling his deputies not to wake him up unless it for

something important. Brandon is "awake" yet still needs to be guided with everything!
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MoM

♥ 🦅 🌎 ⚓ ♥

4 hrs ago

Good morning C&C readers. Does anyone have a reputable place to purchase I v e r m e c t i n?
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CAM 6 hrs ago

The pilot and ATC shortage has in fact been a growing issue for the past 20+ years. Given the

mandatory retirement age and a lack of replacements of the years, it's been coming. Redirected for

pilots and attendants. The asinine COVID policies simply accelerated the journey towards crisis, and

lowering standards is not only dangerous, but also not going to provide a quick solution. It takes years

and thousands of flight hours to work your way up to major commercial spots, and for relatively low

pay while training costs are high. My own flight instructor back in the late 2000's took that job after

being furloughed from Continental, and had no desire to return when they offered the work again.
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Phillip Zinni III DO FAOASM 4 hrs ago

And the uptick of all cause deaths in that age bracket, so maybe another category, "quietly

dying" SADly sad.
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Abuse Productions 9 hrs ago

"It’s incompetence on a breathtaking scale, even for the Biden Administration. "

As if this started with Biden. Our strategic defenses have been purposefully dismantled and down-

moded. Once you understand that, let us know and then we can get to the real nut cuttin'.

This is all orchestrated, Jeff.
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Katrina the Hurricane 15 hrs ago

I’m surprised Dr. McCullough didn’t add the reproductive domain to the presentation. Dr. Thorp has

more than ample evidence showing that the jabs have resulted in an extremely high miscarriage rate

as well as caused abnormal menses in women and is correlating to increased infertility rates.
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Gary T 19 hrs ago

Jeff, Thanks for all your efforts in bringing us the current events of the day. I had to take a break from

reading for a while, the daily bad news was/is making me desire a repeat of Noah's flood, but maybe

with a less happy ending for the humans. I have been checking in the past few days and still enjoy

your style and story selection but as you may have seen me comment before, the only part I get

disappointed in is the when we are told team reality is "winning". You seem to be using a definition of

“winning” with which I am unfamiliar. It sounds similar Zelensky claiming Ukraine is winning because

Russia hasn't taken Kiev, yet.

An example today is the story about Dr. McCullough's speech. I agree he is a hero, but the problem is

that he has been preaching to the choir for nearly two years or so. I don't see that anyone has

changed their mind in that time, and there has certainty been no one held accountable for evil that

has been been inflicted upon everyone. I think we need to be aware of what's going on but not get

unjustifiably optimistic, yet.

The thing I think I and many others really need are ideas about what can be done to at least stop the

tyranny from progressing and hopefully a way to achieve change for the better. I read your post

earlier in the week about maybe some state AG start to go after Hunter Biden for the child porn on his

Laptop, which of course won't happen, and wouldn't really help anything except for my sense of

retribution, but if you do have ideas about how to make a positive change I am eager to hear it and

hopefully be able to implement it.
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runaway 20 hrs ago

Re the air traffic controllers: Mountain States Legal Foundation (an organization well worth

supporting) has instituted a class action lawsuit on behalf of qualified air traffic controller candidates

who went through the FAA's Collegiate Training Initiative (getting their bachelor's degrees plus FAA

certification) but were removed from the pipeline when the new "biographical" questionnaire became

the main means of recruitment - recruiting people with only a high school education if I remember

correctly!
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Gina Borggrebe 21 hrs ago

I don’t know what’s funnier…message taped to the launch pad, baby left in the bed of a truck or a

rabbit boiling!!

😂 😂 😂 😂

I really love your humor Jeff!! Makes my day!! I haven’t even finished

reading!!

😂
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rolandttg 21 hrs ago

Thrift is where I got it. I HATE Amazon, and never buy anything from this ground zero of evil.

Sometimes I just can't find what I want offered anyone else, including the manufacturer. So I don''t

buy it. It's Us against them. Ans Amazon is defineitely them.
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Johnny-O 21 hrs ago

Epson Workforce WF-3823 Wireless All in One printer
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Fred 19 hrs ago

Thanks so much!
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Jeff Witzeman Films 21 hrs ago

I appreciate your sentiment and I enjoyed meeting him personally and interviewing him. The problem

is his specialty and all of western medicine is based on fraud because it only tests what is profitable.

Dr. Christiane Northrup and others have turned their licenses in because they no longer wish to play

in the fraudulent system. Peter has choices just like everyone else. He can form a PMA any day of the

week and practice medicine without interference. But Peter wants it both ways. So he ends up giving

us all 1/2 truths. Granted they are really good 1/2 truths. But they are nowhere near the answers we

need to heal the underlying issues in the face of tyranny and totalitarian control.
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Dennis Anderson Writes Dennis’s Substack 24 hrs ago

Jeff: God Bless you for everything you do. You are our #1 source of news. My wife Karen and I have

spread the word about Coffee and Covid to our entire community of Awake friends and family and

continuously support all multipliers.

May I kindly encourage you to have a look at Old Glory Bank and consider getting the word out to our

C&C family? We just set our joint mobile bank account. Have a great weekend!

Dennis A

Saint Augustine, FL
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Doug W 24 hrs ago

Quoting: Of course, they’re mainly only hiring diverse candidates, which reduces the potential

candidate pool a bit.

On the plus side, since they're diverse and by definition qualified, the training process can be

substantially shortened.

And the planes will crash.
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Csher Sep 16

Sorry to be a negative-Nelly but the reason our military has focused on house to house is so it can

turn against its own people. They don't care about the nation to nation anymore.

And, thank you, Jeff, for that amazing, hopeful clip with Dr. McCullough. He is always a breath of

fresh air!
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Ips Prez Sep 16

Not buying the hypersonic hype at this time. Sounds too much like the tank deficit, the aircraft deficit,

the nuke deficit we kept hearing about in the Cold War era. Just more Military Industrial

Complex/Neocon talking points. Yes hypersonics are real and a real threat but not to the level being

pushed. All the talk about how fast they go is misleading. Think about how fast you can maneuver an

object going 5X to 10X the speed of sound. Not very. So targeting is much more difficult than implied

and maneuver is not exactly sprite. I would not put too much time in to worrying about it. Finally, there

is a reason the US has not gone further with this tech and it is not due to incompetence (although

there is plenty of that) but rather practicality.
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William H Warrick III MD Sep 16

Hypersonic missiles fly at Mach 10-20 and we don’t have them because the MICCIMAT is more

interested in making money than producing a Hypersonic missile.

Reagan solved the ATC problem by using the Air Force personnel. That probably could be done again.

The question is, is whether Butthead has the brains to figure that out.
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RC Sep 16

You are so wrong about foreign hypersonics research and readiness. There is so much fake news

about China and Russian capable Hypersonic missiles. Some how they have cheated the laws of

physics and we haven’t, think about it. As a large defense contractor engineer, I can tell you we are

okay. Remember we made the space shuttle. The ultimate hypersonic craft ever made.
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SB Sep 16

FAA: they’ll probably try AI…
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Angk Sep 16

But, how many got the 4%-7% batches? Are the batches identified by specific locals or areas.
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CitizenKC Sep 16

"somewhere between 4% and 7% of the jab batches account for almost all officially-recognized jab

injuries"

If this is indeed the situation then the problem is not the mRNA novel vaccine. The problem is the

quality control that allowed defective batches onto the market, most likely because they were rushed.
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redpilled69 Sep 16

I should have posted as a sub to your post but accidentally got it top level. While there may have

been quality control and batch issues, I vote dose ranging
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Fred 20 hrs ago

Maybe, but my money’s on batches. Remember they admit that Pfz employees got their

own batch, and the hot lot numbers are compelling. Too hard to track AE with dose ranging;

lot numbers are a matter of record. Remember, it was an experiment to save the mice!
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Janet Sep 16

My husband says the hypersonic issue is not true. That the Chinese and Russian programs have been

failures and they are just saber rattling. Does anyone have any facts to the contrary as to the truth of

his assertion? He basically only looks at MSM and God love him, mansplains to the “clueless” lady in

front of him--
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WP William Sep 16

Pentagram/UFO connection makes perfect sense; they are most certainly a manifestation of Defense

Dept Dark Projects and public perception and all mis dis mal information should be managed by the

project's developers.
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Melanie Eccles Writes Melanie’s Newsletter Sep 16

Good morning, at least for another 5 minutes. Had a long leisurely walk with the dogs today. It's a

beautiful, fresh fall day here in Ontario. 45 degrees to start this morning, going up to 72 this

afternoon - bright clear skies and a subtle breeze. I'm still not fully recovered from covid - still quite

stuffed up in the head. (my husband tested positive - "for something" - on Thursday and we have the

same symptons, so...) Thankfully, nothing has decended into my chest so no couph to speak of. I've

created a concoction of salt water and iodine and am spraying it directly into my nostrils and it really

works to loosen things up ( 1 oz of purified water, 1/8 teaspoon of sea salt, 5 drops of iodine - each

drop contains 640 mcg of iodine). Disclaimer - this is not intented as medical advice :). I've learned

many new words as a member of this "army", one of which is "Overton Window" - I fully understand

the meaing of the word now that I've had quite a few example thrown at me - Thanks Jeff! Have a

beautiful weekend Y'all. Cheers!
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Jennifer Baker Sep 16

Thank you so much! So much encouraging news!!!
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Robert Heuermann Sep 16

How about a fundraiser for Bobbie Ann Cox??
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VanLife Views Sep 16

Just wanting to reach out to C&C group for any advice/help

My old best friend neighbor in Arizona texted me yesterday asking for any help on a mask matter

regarding her husband.

Back in mid 2020 he was able to get a mask exemption at work from his doctor due to his asthma and

lung troubles. The company abided.

Now Yesterday he was told by managers “sorry time to put a mask on finally”

He told them “I have an exemption from my doctor”

By the time he got home his work had sent an email saying he “has to put one on next week, he has

too because it’s in accordance with the CDC now”

I still need to talk to them and see what happened to his exemption from his doctor.

But they’ve reached out to me to ask if I know of any SS’ers who have any kind of document he can

send them or any updates or help for their issue.

This may not be the place to post this but I’ve been part of this community as many know for a long

time so I thought maybe someone in this wonderful group may have a little insight

🙏

From the open roads I thank you~
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Peace 21 hrs ago

Peggy Hall's site Thehealthyamerican.org will have some info they can use.
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VanLife Views 21 hrs ago

Peace 

☮

 I forgot all about her

Thank you for that info 

🥰
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Teresa D. 23 hrs ago

AFLDS.org just sent me an email addressing this issue, Van. They have created legal documents

for “…non-compliance when masks are required for adults and children. These customizable

templates contain foundational legal and scientific standing on which you and your loved ones

can defy mask mandates.” Hope this helps!
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VanLife Views 21 hrs ago

Teresa thank you so much!
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RunningLogic Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

Best of luck to him with fighting this! Keep us posted! I hope someone here has advice to share

to help him out .
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Surviving the Billionaire Wars Writes Mary’s Newsletter Sep 16 · edited 23 hrs ago

No need to worry (too much) about nukes from Russia.

Sarmat entered combat duty earlier this month. It travels at 16,000 mph (mach 20) & can fly over

either pole.

Due to its possible load of up to 10 750 megaton missiles, or 24 smaller non-nukes, or some

combination of above, Russia does not need to use nukes to wipe out our decision centers. Although

they slow down on the downturn into earth, it's believed hypersonics from Russia effectively busted

soviet era nuclear bunkers in Ukr earlier this year.
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rolandttg Sep 16

" stay away from researching such topics because it could damage their scientific credibility for... "

Wait. Not a Space Agency has scientific credibility ?? Who knew.? That should have been the story,

Jeff.
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Richard Williams Sep 16

Given that the injuries are in response to 9% of the jabs, and we know that more than a dozen DOD

contractors made them, presumably to the Moderna/Pfizer recipe, what is in the other 91% and is it

dangerous? Does it even produce spike protein?

That said, in the UK, loads of stupid people are queuing up for the next booster, so frightened are

they of the covid bogey man.

Meanwhile the EU is issuing a digital vaccine passport, the UK Parliament agreed to develop one

(idiots) and I recall the G7 also determining to implement the same. Remember this is all about

control, not protecting people.

That’s a hell of a lot of national lawmakers who have to admit the jabs are killing folk and should be

withdrawn. I just hope that the LORD is with McCullough big time.
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Kiss My Unvaxxed Ass Sep 16

Help me understand the logic of the “bad batches”; to me, the mRNA technology is either really

dangerous (which it obviously is) or it isn’t. Is he suggesting that there are “safe” batches of it?

Batches that don’t actually contain the mRNA? Placebos?
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 16

Perhaps you might find this helpful, as far as goes a basic, early-on explanation of the flawed

manufacturing.

Department of Defense Driving Mass Vaccination While FDA and Vaccine Companies are

Powerless to Stop It

Peter McCullough, Nov 8, 2022

https://www.americaoutloud.com/department-of-defense-driving-mass-vaccination-while-fda-

and-vaccine-companies-are-powerless-to-stop-it/

TRANSCRIPT — EXCERPT

10:57

DR. PETER MCCULLOUGH*: I've got a special guest and I've been waiting to get her on the

program for so long and I tell you what she has red-hot information. Probably the most important

issue that's in front of everybody who's taken one of the vaccines, and what we're going to get

into is an answer to I think one of the most fundamental questions, the hardest question that Joe

Rogan** asked me is that why do some people have problems with the vaccines and others

don't?

Our guest is Dr. Alexandria [Alexandra] Latypova*** who received her undergraduate education

in the Ukraine and then received a masters of business administration at Dartmouth, so she

didn't receive a doctoral degree but she's worked in the pharmaceutical industry as an executive

and now is a freelance analyst and she's done I think the most important analysis and that is on

the lot variability. Sasha, welcome to the McCullough Report.

ALEXANDRA [SASHA] LATYPOVA: Thank you, Dr. McCullough. Thank you for inviting me. I'm

really glad to speak to your audience and discuss the result of my over-a-year-long analysis.

DR. PETER MCCULLOUGH: OK. So to set the stage, recently the Zogby Survey Company comes
Expand full comment
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

...continued...

ALEXANDRA [SASHA] LATYPOVA: The data looks also really bad when you look

geographically by each state in the United States. For example states like South Dakota and

Kentucky look like death zone, they each have over 30 deaths per 100,000 vaccinated

people, that's just VAERS, and you know it's very underreported.

And also there are lots that have dozens of deaths in them in those states. And again I do

not believe that this is not known to health authorities in those states. And any lot of

anything that produces you know even a couple of deaths, five deaths, is immediately

suspect for removal from the market, recalled. And those recalls never happened.

In fact I found that on January 18th 2021, just couple of weeks after full roll out of these

mRNA and DNA vaccines in the United States, the health authority of Orange County

California accidentally did their job and they found a lot of Moderna that had abnormal

number of, they called it allergic reactions, and they said that we're pausing injections from

this lot. And this was identified in numerous news reports including even on CNN. They—

after a very brief investigation seems like, nothing was done. The lot continued to be

distributed all over United States until end of March when it ran out, and it resulted

ultimately in about 3,500 serious adverse events and 60 deaths across the United States.

So this is after it was flagged by a county health department. After it was flagged by a

county health department it continued to be distributed all over United States and resulted

in at least 60 deaths.

So that is an extremely alarming finding. And also of course points to intentional acts.

But you know the question is, how is these vaccines made, how they manufactured, who

makes them? That was a much longer investigation and ultimately, and I'll give you a short

summary of this, these products are made by a consortium of companies. A majority of this
Expand full comment
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Alison Smith Sep 16

Yes, varying amounts mRNA in each batch, some batches are placebos.
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ktnjaeng Sep 16

Airline Close Calls: Boston, Feb 27, 2023 - Hop A Jet 280. Really, that's a close call waiting to happen.

'Hop A Jet 280, this is tower, we need you to bounce over to runway one niner to avoid collision with

Jet Blue 206, over...'
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Sharon Sep 16

Gates et al are merely fronts. Who you're looking for is in the Vatican. Read Revalations.
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Richard Luke Sep 16

It’s all too easy to accept some “official” narrative on the scary technology that “We” don’t have, but

in reality, where is the proof they have it.

Cute charts and hand ringing aside, have we or they actually seen a live demonstration of a hyper-

sonic missile go from point A to point B around the globe in an hour or less and hit a target?

Straight line trajectories and altitude ascension above a target make no sense from a geometric or

physics standpoint.

Four hundred miles is way beyond the horizon and curvature of earth along with the rotation of it,

requires an arc and rotation adjustment.

Be very very skeptical when any mouth piece for the Industrial War Complex tells you anything,

especially when it involves more billions of dollars and secrecy.

We should demand evidence from those that claim they received a show and tell from China and or

Russia on their exclusively held technology.
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Johnny Be Real Sep 16

If only “4% and 7% of the jab batches account for almost all officially-recognized jab injuries”... and

mRNA/Spike Protein is the injury mechanism... does that mean the other 93%-96% of the shots were

not mRNA?

Where are the batch test samples from the factories for Quality Assurance?
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Alison Smith Sep 16

There is a list online somewhere that has the batch #s of the vaccines and the # of vax injuries

associated with each batch. Some batches are death shots.
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MrsTrum Sep 16

It was called "How bad is my batch".
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Vicki Sep 16

Sharing: https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/north_america/americas-current-

economy/are-social-justice-warriors-ready-to-put-their-wallet-where-there-mouth-is/
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RunningLogic Sep 16

Ooh pick me! 

🙋

 I can answer that! No. No, they’re not ready to put their wallet where their

mouth is. They want to put YOUR wallet where their mouth is, as always!
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Susan 2 hrs ago

Just found this site yesterday, liking what I see so far!! I think Dr. McCullough is one my newest

favorite doctors, God bless him for speaking out/up for all of our health and pray that God blesses him

with something better after losing so much to the evil PTB!
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Oppositional Defiance 2 hrs ago

Training new air traffic controllers also slowed due to "pandemic" "precautions."
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FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain 3 hrs ago

Can't comment on Sunday's bonus because I can't afford to subscribe, but YAY!!! Bonus roundup!!!

Thanks, Jeff!! :)
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Dr Annabel Smart 5 hrs ago

What did you think of Dr Martins pretty stunning contribution to the Strasbourg meeting?

https://t.me/COVID19VACCINEVICTIMSANDFAMILIES/2353
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Elizabeth Sexworth 6 hrs ago

I have heard much of this before but here’s where I get confused: is it the design of the vaccine itself

(mRNA and spike protein) or bad batches that are the real problem?
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Jean 3 hrs ago

I think it's the design and that the "good" batches are the problem.
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Brandon is not your bro 9 hrs ago

Don’t forget Pregnant Women Dr. McCullough!!! Excellent speech Dr. McCullough.!!!

💕 🙏
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Reasonable Horses 10 hrs ago

Instead of growing up to be president, kids now dream of being governor of NM so they can be

ignorant and arrogant and then take a vacation. It’s like being president with less exposure to ridicule.
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FlatEarthFlyer 13 hrs ago

Jeff, am I missing something? Firstly, NASA is a proxy branch of the military. The idea that it is a

"civilian agency" is simply semantics meant to give them a kind of plausible deniability. Secondly, as

President Ronald Reagan's Science Advisor, George Keyworth, said in testimony before Congress on

March 14, 1985, "All government agencies lie part of the time, but NASA is the only one I've ever

encountered that does so routinely." NASA has been lying since the founding of its Jet Propulsion

Laboratory by rocket scientist and sex-crazed satanic cultist Jack Parsons, and since it made the

war-criminal Paperclip Nazi, Wernher Von Braun, head of its Apollo program. BTW, Apollo is the god

that the Bible reveals is the Beast who comes out of the bottomless pit, and whose name in Greek

literally means, "The Destroyer." Incidentally, the Hippocratic Oath that doctors have historically taken

is not made to Hippocrates, but to Apollo, The Destroyer. So what was NASA's Apollo program meant

to destroy? I suspect it was meant to destroy any belief in Biblical cosmology, i.e. FLAT EARTH. Take it

from a retired flight attendant who spent tens of thousands of hours at high altitudes, and has viewed

the earth from 220-degree cockpits on hundreds of occasions, the Earth is exactly as the Bible

describes it and as the ancient Hebrews, including Jesus, believed: Earth is flat, covered by a

FIRMament, with the sun, moon and stars making circuits above the Earth INSIDE THE DOME, just as

described in hundreds of Bible verses, and just as Joshua proved when the SUN STOOD STILL. Trust

me, if the Earth stopped dead cold from an 1,100 mph rotation instead of the sun stopping, every

living thing on the fake heliocentric globe would have been INSTANTANEOUSLY ANNIHILATED.
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Crosby Guy 16 hrs ago

Why am I seeing this? Dr. McCullough is totally unaware of the causation of the clots which Dr. Ana

Mihalcea has repeatedly reproduced in several syringes. Although he's trying to get them banned, his

diagnosis is incorrect on clotting, these are not blood clots, these are a polymer rubber. Nothing in

them is biological material and therefore cannot be dissolved with dangerous blood thinners. These

are NOT vaccines! Stop calling them that.

These have no health benefits, these a biological & technological military grade bioweapons. They

have self assembling nano technology that causes the clots, and circuitry for tracking a victim.

McCullough is either oblivious, or doesn't want to go past a certain threshold, or admit he's not on

the mark. Either way, if he gets them of the shelf, by any means, do your damnedest! But I fear it's

past the point of ruination of all flesh, it's in the rain water, and our food. Plants and insect and animal.

One can only hope we can rid the earth of it.
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Victoria 16 hrs ago

Politico Phil, yes, I have been. pondering this today. It is like the Chinese balloons gently traversing

and taking names. That NM governor must have had some kind of deal already. The Chinese? or

some such impersonators....(I tend to watch things from a "you wrestle not with flesh and blood..."

perspective) probably picked NM as a mid point to watch. If the supersonic missiles which Jeff

mentioned can span the globe in an hour, well, this would be 30 minutes to us? Anyway, I think NM

was testing the waters for the Chinese but ultimately for the nephilim. NM is sort of medium, not left

like (Hey Great, Calif.) nor right as in (Just Try It, TX). And the population is relatively sparse. Diverse.

I don't believe for a minute that all the USA agencies didn't know this stuff for the last half century.

They let it go for some reason, and I don't even care. That is up to individuals before GOD.
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They let it go for some reason, and I don't even care. That is up to individuals before GOD.

So it was a flop. The governor fled to Taiwan? Have you noticed how often flop politicians travel to

Taiwan? What is it with that place? Wouldn't you have thought that the Swiss Alps would be more

restful?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Gary 16 hrs ago

The best part about todays C&C is the knowledge that Kamala is prepared to take over as Peters

replacement if necessary! OMG, you cannot fix stupid.

Dr. McCullogh is amazing, and what honorable service he projects.. Hopefully more and more will

come out, avoid the fear, and "just say no" The only reason these people have power is because we

"give it to them". If everyone ignores them, they have nothing.

Maybe the ATC controllers just transferred to the IRS so they can dress as "special forces tax

collectors". It's hard to have power over pilots on the radio, so maybe now they can work at the IRS

and intimidate people that owe tax with there bic pens and AR rifles. Probably much more gratifying.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Full Spectrum Domino Writes Full’s Substack 17 hrs ago

McCullough's 'freely sacrificed'? Someone's paying a mighty fee for those ubiquitous Wellness ads

on Zero Hedge.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

LuAnne 17 hrs ago

For yout Saturday night anti-Grisham entertainment.

https://youtu.be/hrjilqFoFoM?si=b9QdONC_TvPe5QF3

LIKE REPLY SHARE

GoodGrief-239 18 hrs ago

Well in the 80s Ronald Reagan DID fire all the striking controllers so there is that but that was 42

years ago. The negative effects of firing over 11,000 controllers have probably passed by now.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

GoodGrief-239 18 hrs ago

That being said, the new ones at that time would all be retirement age about now so there is that.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Elizabeth "Jeanne" Miller 18 hrs ago

An important video https://twitter.com/ManInAmericaUS/status/1702487373991588017?

t=UVwmk7_E7aCT4lTSaV6-Zw&s=19 Atty. Todd Calendar explaining the payload delivered in the jabs

will be activated for the Real Plandemic by 5G at 18 gigahertz. The lipid nano particles are in hydrogel.

18 gigahertz from 5G swells the lipids (fats) and releases a whole plethora of man-made diseases

including Marburg, the hemorrhagic disease.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

jill 18 hrs ago

If you think things couldn't possibly get worse, you wont believe what they have planned this coming

fall so you have to see this visit........ https://www.google.com/url?

sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiR_byvrLCBAxUElIkEHYA

PAg4QFnoECBMQAQ&url=http%3A%2F%2Ftrackdok.com%2F&usg=AOvVaw1blcQ8x9GduuGjWPNy

wqHa&opi=89978449

LIKE REPLY SHARE

William H Warrick III MD 18 hrs ago

We appear to be on a glide path to WWIII, everybody against Russia 

🇷🇺

https://www.rt.com/news/583071-romania-shoot-down-russian-drones/

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Corkey 8 hrs ago

God decides the winners and losers of all wars. This will be no different

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Chelie 18 hrs ago

Dr Peter McCullough is a hero! Thousands of lives saved because his wisdom and courage. God Bless

you Sir!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Fred 19 hrs ago · edited 19 hrs ago

Can’t seem to find the comment asking about placebos; here’s one link:

https://brownstone.org/articles/scientists-uncover-evidence-eu-pfizer-biontech-batches-included-

placebos/

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Natalie 20 hrs ago

I have a question: if only 4% to 7% of the jab batches account for almost all officially-recognized jab

injuries, and we know that the spike protein and modRNA are very dangerous to the body and stay

around for a long, long time, does that mean that only 4 to 7% of the batches actually had modRNA in

them to cause the body to make the spike? I know there was some European study that indicated that

a large proportion of vials didn't have mRNA in them. So is that what happened? I just don't

understand how the the jabs could cause a cytotoxin like the spike protein to be produced and not

cause damage to the body.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

InquizitiveOne 20 hrs ago

There is a way to solve America’s “politician” problems. Join Convention of States.

https://conventionofstates.com/?ref=57705

LIKE REPLY SHARE

M Schreck 20 hrs ago

I think you are being shadow banned/hacked on Telegram. I was unable to read or post comments.

This happened to Dr Jane Ruby as well. So, just making you aware in case it’s happening to you.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

TOSHI MOCHIZUKI Writes TOSHI’s Substack 21 hrs ago

Dear Karen:

Thank for your take on the events. Glad to see you getting back to work!!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Sal_Peenx Writes Sal_Peenx’s Substack 21 hrs ago

Thank you. Also not tech savvy.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

rolandttg 21 hrs ago

He truly was a John Wayne in real life, without the female abuse Wayne was accused of doing. He had

plenty of people at work who hated him, but not single person who did not respect him. One

memorable slime ball I remember well practically spit the words at him "and you didn't even have to

sell out to get your VP title,", the resentment , and envy dripping off him. He had CEO intellect (per

the Gold Test he took,), courage beyond compare, and absolutely could not be bought. I know. They

tried. Son of a coal miner. SW VA country boy, who could put on the dumbed down "aw shucks "

routine better than anyone. Photographic memory. HS QB and star pitcher, who led his division in

Europe to the baseball title when he was in the army. His stories were one of a kind. In the army, he

was a combination of Gomer Pyle and Audi Murphy. Not kidding. Poor bastard took 10 years to die

from aggressive prostate cancer after they took it out and irradiated quarter size holes in his colon,

making him incontintent and a recluse. I was about the only former worker he would see, and even

then, infrequently. hey just don't make them like that anymore.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

CaplT 22 hrs ago

Jeff maybe Howbadismybatch should get a multiplier.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Amy V Dahlin 22 hrs ago

McCullough has been bought and sold at this point. Look what they “don’t do”. He’s still calls them

“vaccines”and pushes paxlovid ( makes that pharma money)! And we all know that they’re indeed bio

weapons of mass destruction.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

bbqbill 22 hrs ago

A note I dropped in yesterday's comments bears repeating in light of today's multiple references to

"experts:"

"Just FWIW, I've become conditioned go into BDM (Bullshit Defense Mode) whenever I see the word

or hear anyone described as an "expert." Whatever the subject matter, it needs to be proven to me

beyond a doubt before I'll believe a word of it. Anyone else?"

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Lorraine White 22 hrs ago

Dr. Peter McCullagh could not have delivered a better message. Full of undisputable facts and

reasons. His demeanor was as usual, well received and his intelligence shown through. I have always

admired Dr. Peter McCullagh and this address he made has served to increase that admiration. Thank

you for sharing this. I found it to be a light of hope and encouraging to the cause.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Elaine Russky Writes Everyone's Ignorant About Somet… 22 hrs ago

You just had to sneak in that bit about Kamala, didn't you? President Kamala. Kamala the Jabberwock.

And, as in uffish thought it stood,

The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame,

Came whiffling through the tulgey wood,

And burbled as it came.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Peter d'Errico Writes Peter d'Errico 23 hrs ago

You ask 'how did we get so far behind?' And you answer that it's the 'immensely profitable' so-called

'war on terror'. Those dots connect. But there's more. First, the 'war on terror' is as much a

manufactured phenomenon as the 'pandemic'. Second, of the three nations mentioned (China,

Russia, US) only one, the US, has maintained an active war invasion stance around the globe for

decades. You do a good job calling attention to the machinations of 'experts'. Extend that to the

bureaucrats who run the military industrial senatorial complex (thanks to Eisenhower for the basic

phrase). The notion that increasing war threats and 'defense' expenditures are 'normal' history is

bunk.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Larry Sullivan Writes L Sully's Editorials 23 hrs ago

Excellent summation of key alternative news events and commentary. So happy you supportive of

great researchers like Miss Karen Kingston and Dr. Peter McCullough! Keep charging!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Judith G 23 hrs ago

Jeff, in your transcript of Dr. McCullough’s address, you wrote: “Stroke, both acitic and hemorrhagic”.

I believe “acitic” is autocorrect’s mishmash of “ischemic” … if you agree, perhaps a correction could

be made?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Full Spectrum Domino Writes Full’s Substack 23 hrs ago · edited 23 hrs ago

"his clear, credible, precise, and persuasive speaking style make him an extremely effective advocate

for early covid treatment and against the jabs."

So by advocating for the advantage of 'early covid treatment', are you at odds with Michael Yeadon's

thesis that the existence of a discrete c19 virus was little more than cannibalized flu stats and that,

essentially, c19 (up to the so-called 'vaccine') was little more than a psyop?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

CaplT 21 hrs ago

The cov 2 virus has a cauldron of parts to it including HIV. It’s not just a flu virus. Yeadon may not

have that knowledge. David Martin, patent investigator tracks cov2 and the shots.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Dr. Don Writes Dr.’s Substack 23 hrs ago

Princess Crazy Eyes! McCullough McBraveheart!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Kenny B 23 hrs ago

Agreed

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Dena 24 hrs ago

This is a great Tucker interview. This Argentinian is wise:

https://twitter.com/tuckercarlson/status/1702442099814342725?s=61

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Harold Saive Writes News Paradigm 24 hrs ago · edited 24 hrs ago

Heroic, perhaps. But McCullum fails in the department of total truth in the revelation of the NO VIRUS

Paradigm. In contrast to his otherwise brilliant speeches, he continues to play dumb in support of the

failed germ theory of Rockefeller Allopathic medicine. Perhaps this is why his opinions are so

tolerated on the fringes by BIG PHARMA. and the EU, for if he dared to declare "There was no virus", I

fear he may be assassinated or dis-invited to speak as a high profile presenter. So sad.
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Turfseer Writes Turfseer’s Newsletter Sep 16

Songs decrying mask-wearing and the mindset behind it.

A duet between a mask-wearing zealot and a medical freedom fighter. Listen to IT’S JUST A MASK.

Subscribe to Turfseer’s Newsletter. https://turfseer.substack.com/p/its-just-a-mask

Watch O HOLY ROMAN, a song about a child who asserts his independence from other children who

wear the mask https://turfseer.substack.com/p/o-holy-roman

Watch POD PEOPLE BARBECUE. Origin of mask-wearing zombies revealed in song!

https://turfseer.substack.com/p/pod-people-barbecue

The people graduate “with honors” from this institution of “higher learning.” Watch SHEEPLE

UNIVERSITY. https://turfseer.substack.com/p/sheeple-university

BONUS: Free Download. THE ALTERNATIVE COVID-19 NARRATIVE HANDBOOK. A Collection of

useful links. Get it here: https://turfseer.substack.com/p/the-alternative-covid-narrative-handbook

Subscribe to Turfseer's Newsletter. Songs, music videos and much more.
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Thomas Lewis Writes Useless Liberal Sep 16

.

Dear Covid Vaccinated,

In The Next Life

You Want To Pay Better Attention.

.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Get Real Writes Get’s Newsletter Sep 16

Everything is relative Jeff. What you write about is interesting, but it pales compared to what the bad

guys have planned for humanity.

https://rumble.com/v3esuwy-prepare-for-marburg-5g-induced-zombie-apocalypse.html
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Brenda Zepp Sep 16

An excellent column! Thank you.
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Mike Sep 16

Along with the 4%-7% of the batches accounting for the vast majority of the adverse events, I read

somewhere, and I must apologize for not archiving the article, maybe some else familiar with it can

post it, but something like 1/3 of the gene therapy vials used in Germany had no mRNA in them? If

that’s correct then good for those Germans but it’s just another example of the patheticalness, yeh I

just made it up, of the Pharma-Industrial Complex.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Peter GL Sep 16

Here is a sure fire way for the Dems to eliminate Trump from the next election: pass a age limit of say

75, and while you are at it also put that limit for ALL election (senate and house). Oh wait, that would

also disqualify Brandon, Pelosi and that other darling of theirs, Feinstein. Would that a bad thing?
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Mic Writes Mic’s Newsletter Sep 16

Great 17 minutes spent listening to Dr McCullough.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

WP William Sep 16

So Conservatives discussing making forays into possible Constitutionally allowed legal moves are

seditious and conspiratorial and get disparaged and indicted while openly Anti-Constitutional

Democrats get to push the envelope then retreat with ZERO consequence??? The NM Gov. dalliance

with limited, targeted, arbitrary tyranny IS SEDITIOUS and MUST be prosecuted and not dropped by

the parties she threatened and targeted and the court systems involved. WEASLE Dem Govs like

LOWhan and Pole-less (CO) need to be slapped back to reality rather than allowed to do this "Just

Kidding we've moved past that" excuse. Counter suits MUST be pursued and followed through on by

the Courts to restrain their propensity to issue Commie-Authoritarian "orders".
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Bipartisan Bob Sep 16

It’s great to know that these weapons weren’t being developed or launched under the careful watch

of the Trump administration. They must have just magically appeared in the last 2 years…

LIKE REPLY SHARE

All That Jazz Sep 16 · edited Sep 16

I don't understand how the spike protein can be a poison that never leaves the body, but also there

only a small batch of the jabs that cause harm. How can any of it be ok?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

TIM Sep 16

DR McCullough - article was great, although I'm gonna critique on one topic. When the term "safe

batch," is used. There's no such thing....especially since any vax related to covid has been proven

seemingly useless.
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CHCC Sep 16

"He said the studies are showing that somewhere between 4% and 7% of the jab batches account for

almost all officially-recognized jab injuries. So, with regard to the recognized domains of injury,

there’s a good chance that any particular person got a safe batch with no reported injuries at all

(about a third) or even more likely, a batch with only very rare injuries (all the rest)."

As devils advocate, I ask, if only 4% to 7% are causing the jab injuries, and mRNA is in 100% of the

vaccines how can mRNA be classified as the culprit.

Is it possible (probable) that this lethal potion was excluded in the other 93% of the vaccines?

If so, it was no doubt contrived to lend credulity to the 93% "safe and effective" mantra when the jab

was first concocted.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Surviving the Billionaire Wars Writes Mary’s Newsletter Sep 16

Yikes! Are you sure Jerome Powell (head of Federal Reserve) was in on covid scam?

Or did you mishear "Jerome Ferrar, research scientist" (named in list McCullough mentioned a few

minutes into his talk)?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Tim Holt Writes Tim’s Substack Sep 16

Taiwan flight 

💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 💥 ⚰ ⚰ ⚰ ⚰ ⚰
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Tim Holt Writes Tim’s Substack Sep 16

NASA dude gay as fuck
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Tim Holt Writes Tim’s Substack Sep 16

If you have been vaxxed ....you are an idiot.......you did not use your brain.....you sacrificed my

freedom.....you are a typical no thinking American........But it’s okay.........we still love you .....if.....you

stand up now ......apologize....renounce this vaxx bullshit ........and get ready for war on our own

soil........wake the fuck up.....or die from pharma murder......your choice.......no time left.......wolf has

broken door in America ......
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westbound Sep 16

The mRNA in the injections is modified RNA. Why does the doctor refer to messenger RNA then? The

injections are not messenger RNA.
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Vicki Sep 16

If you need another smile or two, these are great. Sharing from Canada. Trudeau's FOOD TAX

Part 1 https://youtu.be/8PgxHFjK5Lg?si=XOyfMrVt6VdnfQmv

Part 2 https://youtu.be/dTYw2olscnM?si=UfsU2DZEESzF_5eF
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cat Sep 16

I think it was the aliens who threatened McInerney with death. 

👽
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Peter GL Sep 16

while on the face of it I find nothing wrong with banning guns from public parks and playgrounds, a

criminal by definition does not abide by bans and laws, so why would he abide by this ban? Or is it to

keep the rabid libs happy while also appeasing by gun owners? In order to have real change I think

one must first change the peoples mindset, and I mean ALL the people.
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Ken Sep 16

Please stop using the name Robert L. Peters!! I'm a daily reader of C&C and even I cannot remember

how that started. More importantly, sharing your articles with others is much more difficult now

because NO-ONE else is going to "get it" and the article will automatically be discredited in the mind

of the reader. PLEASE, enough with the Robert L. Peters thing!!

LIKE REPLY (4) SHARE

Stariel291 Sep 16

I have to disagree. I chuckle every single time Jeff uses one of Joe’s aliases. 

🤷

LIKE (15) REPLY SHARE

RunningLogic Sep 16

It’s one of Biden’s own chosen pseudonyms for his email accounts so his messages to Hunter

and others wouldn’t be flagged or found as easily.

LIKE (14) REPLY SHARE

NetteJoy Writes I Seek Joy 21 hrs ago

Well then you probably should catch them up to speed on Biden’s secret email he used with the

name Robert L. Peters. It’s kinda important and relevant. I now refer to him as President Peters.
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devoalan 22 hrs ago

We've known about Bobby peters for four years. Maybe five. It's not new news.
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Benjamin Two N's Sep 16

Happy Saturday!

It appears that the Russian Black Sea fleet has had another bad day Jeff.

The admiral gorshkov and the missile corvette “Samum” got it with Ukrainian sea drones run off

starlink.

https://i.postimg.cc/02bBcMdB/IMG-5365.jpg

https://i.postimg.cc/Y2XP6fgF/IMG-5366.jpg

Ukraine fully liberated andriivka and the Russians fled the battlefield while getting hit with artillery and

fpv drones.
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